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New system to alleviate
colle_
g e phone problems
By Jim McArdle
Columbia has answered the busy signals that the over-worked switchboard
system sent out. The college will be upgrading the system sometime in the next
three to five weeks. at an estimated cost
of $25.000 according to Debrn McGrath. administrative dean.
The Marketing & System Developmen.t Corp. (M&SD), a consulting
firm, studied the colleges phone system throughoot March and presented
McGrath. Executive Vice President
Ben Gall and Administrative Manager
Janice Bookeo- with their recommendatiOI)S on.March 30.
According to McGrath. the college
plans to follow through with all of
M&SD's recommendations. the most
significant being the addition of eight
tie lines that connect the colleges two
main)luildings at 600 S. Michigan and
.623 S. \\(abash. When the technical
changes •have been completed. the
school will have doubled the amount of
· tie·lines to 16.
''The biggest problem that people

were having, a recurring problem, was
that people at Wabash couldn't reach
this buifding and vice versa. They
would dial the access code and get a
busy signal which meant that all the tie
lines were currently in use, " McGrath
said.
The firm's study cost the college
$2.500 and the total cost ofall the hardware. labor and fees will be in the area
of$25,000 according to McGrath.
Another recommendation the school
will be following through on is changing six metro lines by computer programming to be compatible to handling
incoming calls. The metro lines. which
normally only handle outgoing calls,
will increase the total number of incoming and outgoing lines to 30.
"Now we'll have six additional lines
to accept calls that are coming in and
that should help reduce the busies and
the overload on the system," McGrath
said .~ ·
Tone Communications will do the
hardware installation on the system,
which includes cableing and installation

of cards. A card is a disc that has an
eight-extension capacity.
"We're adding more extensions (in
the Wabash building) so I needed more
cards," Booker said. "That shouldn't
be any problem because all they have to
do is come in and program them into our
system
McGrath was pleased with the way
M&SD conducted the study. citing that
the firm took less than a month to gather
data and come up with results and advice.

"They spent a few days on campus at
this building and at that (Wabash) building . They tracked the incoming and outgoing calls. they (deduced) what the
busy times were, what trunk lines were
being used or not used. Then they came
in and made a presentation based on all
their research and conclusions.·· McGrath sa id.
Gall said the system is upgraded
about every three years depending. on
the overall growth of the college. As the
college continues to increase its use of

Continued on page 5

Instructor named
journalism chair
By Anne Marie Ligas
After a two-month nationwide
search, a committee has chosen former
Playboy executive and Columbia instructor Nat Lehrman as the new chairman of the Journalism Depanment.

tears hope to
make a "Dent"

in the draft

Lehrman, 57, replaced acting journalism chairman Eric Lund on April I.
Lund took over the position due to the
extended illness of former chairman
Daryle Feldmeir.
Lehrman was the unanimous choice
of the search committee that reviewed
more than 25 applications for the position. Members of the committee included Advenising Department Chairman John Tarini; TelevisionRadio Department Chairman Ed Morris: English
instructor Sara Roller and journalism
instructors Nick Shuman and Eric
Lund.
"There were several excellent candidates and we were happy to find the one
that was most qualified already among
us," said Shuman.
Lehrman spent his last 20 years of
professional experience at Playboy
magazine. When he left Playboy in
April of 1985, he was president of the
Publishing Division.
" It was always my ambition, it was
always my dream that when I reached a
certain point - when my kids were
grown up and I didn't need the big salary I was making there - that I would
get into education," Lehrman said.
He came to Columbia last fall to use
his extensive experience to develop a
magazine program within the journalism depanment.
"I think that up until now, the journalism depanment has been primarily
newspaper specific," Lehrman said.

Theatre on center stage
The renovated 65-year-old Chicago Theatre is giving Chicagoans a taste
oft he past. Stories on pages 8 and 9.

Nat Lehrman
"My coming here is not coincidental,
they wanted me to add magazines to
that. At the same time. they have been
talking about, and have been, adding
broadcast to the mix.
"We worked out a broadcast journalism major in which it will be possible
now to take courses from radio and/or
television and our department, journalism, combine them so you can train to

be a newswriler.
"So we're trying to open up the depanment. While we'll still call it journalism, it will be more ofa communications or a mass media depanment than it
has been before," he said.
The depanment plans to develop
general core courses that will help studems understand communications and

mass media.
"Then we'll have internships. workstudy and specific courses in the areas
of newspapers. magazines and TV

Continued on page 5

Job openings
still abundant
for TV careers
By Greg Canfield
tor James Daniels thinks the opponunities for graduates will remain abundant.
Despite recent cutbacks in personnel
"The cutbacks certainly don't help
at Jhe three major television networks.
Columbia's experts on the industry the economy." Daniels said, "but the
agree this year's television graduates jobs at the entry level in the communications field are not affected. There arc
should still find a broad job market.
"There arc many venues available to many areas students can apply their talstudents who arc graduating," Televi- ents. If the outlook was not good we
sion Department Chairman Ed Morris couldn't have the Cable News Network
said ... Although there may be fewer doing on-campus recruiting as it is May
14 ... he added.
jobs at the upper level of broatlcast television. there arc many opponunities
"Television is here forever." Columavailable in cable production, post pro- bia Internship Coordinator Barbara
duction and production at the non-net- Yanowski said. "Broadcasting is not
work and independent stations.
going out of business. It is just changing
" I believe their future is still safe," the way it does business. Broadcasting
Morris said. "I believe the placement had always been big business. but this is
rate will continue to be good. The op- the first time it is being run by business
ponunities may be diminished briefly. men. And to business men what counts
but I don"t believe that will persist."
is the bonom line." Yanowski said.
During the last 15 months. new manIn the April 12 issue of Th~ New York
agement has taken over at each of the Time.<Magazint Roone Arledge. presithree networks. They initiated the cut- dent of ABC News discussed the netbacks in an effort to cut costs. but Columbia Television Placement CoordinaContinued on page 5
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News Briefs
Graduate has artwork displayed at 8allery
"lhlphies. ·· a one-person show by Chicago anist and Columbia alumnus
Rick Lange is cuncntly being presented m the Sybil Lamey Gallery. 118 N.
Peoria now through May 2.
A grnduate of Columbia's Interdisciplinary Ans Education progrnm.
Lange's exhibit includes paintings and drnwings done in rich acrylics displaying an environmental interest.
For viewing hours and funher inforn~ation . call 829-3915.

Photo exhibit continues at museum
An exhibit of tinlC lapsed views of the European. Canadian and American
landscapes at night by Philipp Scholz Rittcnhann titled "Time Expanded
Vision" is being shown at the Museum ofContcmpornry Photography. 600
S. Michigan Ave. oow through May 2.
1l1C museum is open Mon.-Fri. IOa.m. to5 p.ni. and Sat. noon to5 p.m.
For more inforn1ation. call663-5554.

Grad students photos on display
Photographs by 13 Columbia graduate students an: currently being exhibited at the Upstairs Gallery Darkroom Aids. 3449 N. Lincoln Ave. now
through May 2.
For viewing tinlCS and funhcr infonnation. call 248-4301.

Area poets. to read works
Three Chicago poets. Elaine Equi. Manha Venmce and Diane Williams
will give selected readings ofthdr works at Columbia College. 623 S. Wabash on April30 from 6-8 p.m.
Held in room 611 . a reception with refreshments will follow the readings.
1l1C event is fn.'C and open to the public. For more infornmtion. call Barbara En1erys at 663-1600 x53J.

DePaul theatre school continues series
1l1C 61st season of the DePaul University Theatre School continues with
William Congn:vcs "lllC Way ofthe World" cum:ntly presented at.the DePaul Performance Center. 232-1 . Fremont now through May -1.
T ickets arc $6 with special rates for senior citizens. students and groups of
15 or mo~e . Special morning matinees for high school audicn<:c.< an: at 10
a.m. on April17. April30 and May 4.
For reservations and more information. call34 1 -~55 .

New television center offers semi~ar
1l1C Center for New Television will offer a special seminar titled "lllC
New Media Project" at I I E. Hubbard on April 29 from 9:30a.m. to 3:30
p.m.
1l1C program will assist non-profit organizations and independent producers in video production.
1l1C workshop is S15 with discounts available to various film and video
netv.·ork members. For more information. call 565-1787.

Hitchcock film series continues at UIC
The 1955 comedy/adventure "To Catch a Thier· by Alfred Hitchcocl
will be the next movie presented in the free Film Classic Series at the University of fllinois at Chicago. Chicago Circle Center. 750 S. Hal>ted on Monday. April 27.
Shown in room 605. screening tirllC> include noon. 3 and 6 p.m. AdmL<sion is free. For more onfonnation. call41 3-5070.

Scholarships
Opportunities I Contests
ILLI:"OIS STATE MUSEUM , Spnngficld. IL announce' the May 1-.t de•dlonc
fora one )earm""'"m edueallon ontcrO\hop. IBegon> Jul) I. 1987) Cour.c' leadong to an MA. Students with a strong ontcrcst in natuml >cocnce. anthropology m
aru. education prefened. Sllpend offered. Send =ume. cover letter and (3) references to Christopher Schubenh. Curator of Education. Ill inois State Mu,..,uon.
Spri ngr~eld . IL 62706.

Til£ BOSTON BALLET announces the lloslon International Chorcogmphy
competition Ideadline April30. 1987). De."gncd to di>cover &. cncoumge young
chorcogillphers, finalisb will create a world premiere work for the Boston Ballet.
Cash prizes of S3.000, S2.000 and S I.OOO will be offered . Applicants requested
to submit a videotape of pa.<t or propo!>cd choreography: a brief description uf
worlc Jli'Ol"l.ed including length of piece &. composer. name &. addrus, phone
number or resume: any peninent new• cloppings or suppon material. For complete guidelines contaCI Ann-Catherine S.:hmidt. BICC c/o Bmton Ballet. 553
Tremont St., Borlon. MA 0211 6
WOMEN IN PHOTOGRAPHY & THE LOS ANGELES ART GALLERY
announce the May IM deadline for woman phologro~phcrs in America 1987. a
national juried competition and exhobition. Complete detail..- WPIA ' 87. c/o 1l1C
LA Munocipaf An Gallery, 4804 Hollywood Blvd .. I""" AngciC!l. CA 90027.
IHTERI'ISHIPS: Theater S.y Area, San Fr.nci>eo. CA i• accepting applications
for Pall '87 semeller (Aug. 3 1-Dee. 18. 1987). Will wnrk in oomini.rrution,
prodUC1ion and management. Contact: Internship Coordinator. Bay Area Theater,
2940 16th Strcec, 1102, San Fr.tncol>CO. CA 94103. Stipends available. OeadiiM:
May I, 1987.

Film·festiva-l promotes

awareness of Latino works
By Kathleen Misovic
Latino films previously unavailable
to American audiences will be shown
June 19 and 28 at the Chicago Latino
Film Festival, sponsored by Columbia's
Film and Video Depanment.
The festival . .which is being produced by former Columbia stude nt
Pepe Vargas. will be held at the Getz
Theater. 72 E. lith St.
1l1C festival is a not-for-profit venture. according to Vargas. who says he
crc:oted it to promote awareness of Latino films among Chicagoans.
" It (the festival) will be profitable in
that many people will become familiar
with Latino an and culture.·· Vargas
said.
.. Latinos arc a powerful. turbulent
and interesting people and a very important group in Chicago.'' said Anthony
Loeb. chairman of Columbia's Film
and Video Depanment. ··c olumbia is
giving a voice to a very passionate pan
of the world by exposing international
films:·
Columbia io providing more than
$6.000 in suppon for the festival. by
supplying the theater and staff. as well
as administrative suppon. according to
Loeb.
··1 wanted backing for the fe>tival >0 I
turned to Columbia:· 'l•rgas said. " I
believe Columbia has a lot of prestige
which will add to the festival.''
·-r m very proud to be associated
with this festival.'' Loeb said. "Its
prime mover has been Pepe and I'm
very pleased to be associated with him.
Pepc is the conceiver/developer - I'm
the passive godfather."
1l1C Mayors Office of Special
Events i> also funding the f""1ival with
$10.000. Mayor Harold Washington is
expected to make an appearance on the
opening day of the festival.
A total of 20-'-5 films from 15 Latin
American countnes and Spain will be
ohown at the festival . ranging fron1 drama'. polotical satires. documcntarico
and comedic>. Seventeen to 20 of the
film> will be feature length. the rc~ will

be shon documentaries or animations.
Vargas· shon documentary. "The World
of Gangs." will be shown along with
films by other local directors. both professionals and beginners.
Luis Puenzo. a Spanish director
whose career has spanned six decades,
will be featured at the festival. Three of
his movies will be shown. one from the
1920s. one from th£_5Q§ a!!<f o~ from

or

Anthony Loeb, chairman the Film
and Video Department, calls himself
the Mpas.~i•e godfatherM of the
Vargas' mm festival.
the 80s. as well :i.< a documentary on hos
life. Varg"" said.
Vargas ha.< invited two Latino directors to appear. Carlos Saura from Spain
and Miguel Linin from Chile. Edward
Olmis. an actor on Miami Vice who has
stancd in two Chicano films. also was
invited to the fc.<tival.
After a earner as an attorney in Argemina. Vargas came to America in
1980 to improve his knowledge of English. He began taking television and
film classes at Columbia in 1981.
" I staned taking communications
classes because my EngIish was so
poor." Vargas said.
Following his graduation in 1985.
Vargas began a career in documentary
film directing. Excrpts from his film
"lllC Other Side-of the Coin.·· a documentary on povcny in the United

States. isschcduled toair onChannelll
at the end ofthis month or in early May,
"I love film." Vargas said. "It's my

new career:·

Any 16mm dramatic. documentary.
animated or experimental film may be
entered in the contest. as well as any 112
inch or 3/4 inch video tape. "We're
looking for the unexpected.'' said
Loeb. director of the festival. Promotional. educational or infonnational
films or videos cannot be entered.
1l1C winning projects and Other stlccted films and videos will be shown to
the public May 22 and 23 at Facets Multimedia. 1517 W. Fullcnon. The fe51ival will be filmed on videotape and
aired on cable television.
1l1C festival was founded in 1975 by
Loeb as a means ofexhibiting new filmmakers· works. "Before the festival.
there was oo showcase for new film talent in lllioois. ·· Loeb said. - People bad
to go to L.A. to have their films
shown.ln addition to originating the festival,
Loeb drafted legislation in the early
1970s to form a state film orroee.
:·Illinois was one of the important
states that had oo film commission, ..
Loeb said. The new film orroee. along
with the festival of lllioois Film and
Video Anists. gave lllioois a new image for film artists. according to Loeb.
Additional information on the festival of lllioois Film and Video Anists
can be oblaincd by calling Maureen
Riley at663- 1600. extension 300. Anyone interested in volunteering to work at
the Chicago Latino Film Festival can
call Vargas at327-3 184.

<ttlnuryll
®u ID4r .Auruur
1130 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, ll. Phone: 922-65~0

Come on in and try our party trays. We'll accommodate any size. Here are just a few..•
GOURMET MEAT AND CHEESE TRAY
Among t~ choice meats Included In our gourmet meot and qiiMM trays .,. our own home
coolltd roul !>HI. impo<ttd Polllh ~m . t~ ftnest eo<ned btel, u - u other dtliciouo rMall
and chHset available 01 Ctoncy'a And"" makot~ boau~lut arrangement~ with a garnllhment of potato seiad or your choice of any of t~ ot~r ttmj)llng utadl"" IMtu<e dally.
~ays are ovoHo~ 10 occom,_,. portfts olony lize.

RELISH TRAY
Sovo your141ftthttlme ond WO<k olthopplng. chopping. tlielng and arranging. lt'IIO much tule<
to let Ctoncy'a .,._,... o roady-to-tt<Vt rofilh t<ay lor you. Wo cllooM only t~ flnellllnd lfeahett

rofllh<llavalllble. Evetythlng It beautifully anangld and garnished 10 your exact apaeifieationa.
lloys tiW ava-lo occommodar. patflts ol 011y lin.

One of the friendliest spots In Chicago to help you
with some of your dally shopping needs such as
meats, produce, liquors, beer, food stuffs and don't
forget our Dell It's full of variety.

J UUJARO S<:IIOOI., New York , NY. i' offering intern•h•Jl' fur the 1987-8H
w:ason , September-May in the arcab of prOf!". w>Und. scenery and stage manugcment. Stipend: $ 125/wk. Applicallon delldline: May 15, 1'.187. Contact: Helen
Taynton. Intern Dire<.1m. Julliard Schml . 144 W. 1\(~h Street. New York. NY
10023 , 12 121 7'J9-:I<J(Xl X215.
m1e aiJov~ informar/mo hw het!llfJrm-lt/1'11/Jy 1/w Oif/t't' of(.im •t•r 1'/amuux 11111/

ProjelsimuJI Plar·tmt•llt. "''' furtltt•r dt•/111/,, nmt't!flliiiH tlw lntrrmhiJM mul op
portunltleH IIll.r. NJII/111'/ tlu• 1' /art•mt•nl ojjlt·t•, H"""' fiJ7, lllillulm/ldlux. )

A wide variety of Sendwlchea,
Hot Soupa, Chill, Tlcoa, BBQ
Beef, Hot Doga

'

Any Other Illinois film or video anists who share Vargas· love for film are
invited to submit their works in the
Twelfth Annual Festival of Illinois Film
and Video Anists. which is also.beir!l
sponsored by Columbia's Film and
Video Depanment. Cash prizes will be
awarded to the best film and video.
Deadline for entries is today. April 27
and a $5 fee is required for each emry.

also available
Lotto, Dally, Pick four, Instant.
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College appoints new trustees
By Judy Bluder
Eight new members were e lected
within the last two months to serve on
Columbia's Board of Trustees. according to Ben Gall, executive vice presidentof the college.
The board, according to Gall. helps
raise funds forthe school and approves
budgets and projects proposed by its

comm_i~~-

··our first concern that has already
been realized is increasing the membership of the board with eight new mcmbers. This will cenainly revitalize the
board," Gall said. "It has been fonunate in terms of who we'vebccn able to
attract." ·
l11C new trustees include Joseph L.
Thrner Jr.. Nonhem Indiana Public
Service Company: E. Wayne Robinson. law firm of Vedder. Price. Kaufman and Kammholz; Matjorie Craig
Benton, the Peace Museum and Commince for National Security: Lerone
Bennett. Johnson Publications: Barbam
Burrell. Bunell Advenising; Gary L.
Moody. Anhur Young and Company;
David Rubin . G-R-1 Corpomtion; Nichol~ Van Heuclingen. Lerner News·

board members already have definite
goals in mind for the school.
t{obinson said that his goal is to improve student services. He would also
like to improve "academic opponunitt"es" and provo"de "greater oppon·uno·,
d
ties in the job market" oor stu ents.

papers.

Newly~lected board member E .
Wayne Robinson of the Vedder,
Price, Kaufman and Kammholz law
firm .

The board seeks people whose "expenise. credentials and connection is
appropriate to' serving the needs of the
board and the college," according to
Gall.
He said that the last board meeting on
April16was "the best" he had anended
in years. Trustees revealed "great enthusiasm" and asked "good questions."
Although they have just attended
their first meeting. some of the new

new trustees. "It's not appreciated as
much" it should be in Chicago..
She also is seeking an "casiertime"
to obtain money for the college.
TheroleofGallandotherstaffmcmbers at the meettngs
·
·os to "provode
· sup·
pon" and respond to questions the
board may ask.
"Sometimes the board may need
clarification on a policy or data and
we· rc there tO provide them with the information ... Gall said .
The board meets four times a year
and its committee> meet several times
during the year.
Alton Harris. Chairman of the
Board. has introduced a newly de;igned
committee structure to improve its orga·

Currently. the board is attempting to
match the $500.000 endowment grant
offered by the u .S. Dcpanment ofEducation.
Columbia must raise the "match
money" by July 15 in order to '"
~eive
the gmnt.
" We' re very h(lpefulthat we'll reach
the goal by July... said Gall.

nization.

New trustee Marjorie Craig Benton,
of the Peace Museum and
Committee for ational Security.

"Getting that structure in place is going to take a little while. but it's an excellent structure ... said Gall. "and with
the good people we have. l >Uspect we
can have a very well organized. productive cffon under way almost instantly."
The committees make recommendations to the board and include a finance
and audit committee. development and
school promotion. buildings and capital
budget. investment. board operations.

academic and student affairs and an exccutive committee.

Navy Pier set to launch
wave of summer events

Joseph L. Tur~er Jr. , of the
Northern Indiana Public Service
Company, is one or eight
newly-elected board members.

P.ul Tmw

STRETCHING

By Yvette Shields
and Adrien':le Hawthorne
Every year about this time there are a
few clues that hint summer is ready to
surface in the city. Softball teams use the
Grant Parle diamonds to practice, the
lakefront harbor fills up with boats and.
the festival and expo seasons com-

mence.
The Art Expo. oneoffourevents presented by the Lakeside Group at Navy
Pier. will be one of the lirst expositions
to kick off the 1987 season.
Expected to anract more than 40,000
people during its five-day run. the 8year-old An Expo will highlight the
work of over 160 galleries· from 18
countries. said Mary Wade, the Lakeside Group representative who is organizing the expo.
Wade anributes the popularity of the
An Expo to the quality of the work displayed at the Expo. She said the reason
for such high quality work is that the An
Expo in C hicago is one of the major
shows in the United States.
" Before the An Expo, all the galleries had to go to Europe to show their
work," Wade said. "The U.S. was an
untapped market. I'd say we're one of
the top an shows in the world."
Eight years ago when the Lakeside
Group formed , they made the development of the An Expo their first goal.
As the An Expo's size has steadily
grown from 65 galleries to 160 galleries. the critical acclaim it receives has
also mounted.
"From the beginning. An Expo assumed its place at the head of the
world's trade fairs, with scores of dealers showing the best of modem and contemporary an . Quality has been maintained." states a Chicago Tribune article.
The good press comes from papers in
New York and from Europe too. Wade
said.
"The An Expo highlights the city...
Wade said . " It gives the city a cultural
look which is a newer association for
Chicago."
. Financially the city . .'so benefits a.
the many visitors to the An Expo provide revenue for hotels. restaumnts and
shops. Wade said.
In June, the Lakeside Group sponsors the third annual Cbicago lntema-

YOUR' DOLLARS?
We know how tough it can be ... tuition , tex tbooks,
rent ... not to mention the price of a movie ticket .. .

Navy Pier wiU be the site or various summer events including the Art Expo,
the Boat Festival and tbe Antique Show.
tional Wooden Boat Festival and Sailboat Show June 19-2 1 at Navy Pier.
Boat-lovers believe the festival is the
best of the sununer, according to Lakeside coordinator David Wylie.
Wylie explained that until this year
·the \\boden Boat and Sailboat Shows
were two separate festivals. The Lakeside Group decided to combine the two
shows · because they attracted similar
types of people.

Show to
celebrate past
and present
The boat show is a spin-off of the
Marine Trade Show and will celebrate
the past and present of some of the most
well-crafted antique wooden boats to
high-tech state-of-the-an racing yachts.
"Top boat builders from the United
States. Canada and Europe will exhibit
and auction off boats valued at $500250 .000." Wylie said.
Wylie believes that because the boat
festival takes place in .June it is more
enticing to boating enthusiasts. "Who
wants to buy a boat in the winter'/ You
have to wait scveml months before you
can usc it. .. Wylie said.

Along with the exhibits. booths will
be set up displayi ng boating equipment
and accessories. Lectures and free sailing lessons will also be provided by the
A merican Sailing Association. Wylie
said.
Demonstrations on boat-building and
the sail-maker's art along with lectures
on boat safety and upkeep arc planned
during the three-day event.
A dAily schedule of events includes
boat rides. boat mces and search-andrescue techniques .
"There will also be a free concen
featured to jazz up the atmosphere while
boaters learn new techniques and experience the old and new in boating." Wylie said .
Uue in the summer 1hc New Forms
An Expo highlights three-dimensional
works. clay pieces. glass fiber works.
wood works and works in the field of
decorative ans. The show runs from
Sept. 18-2 1.
" It's growing into a very popular
show. It 's been getting good press ...
Wade said .
The Lakes ides Group ·s projects for
'87 draw to a close with the Chicago
International Antiques Show at Navy
Pier Oct. 16- 18.
Dealer.. conx; from the U.S .. Europe
and Africa to display and >ell their antique' at the three-day

cvcin:.

The Signature Group's part time telemarketing
positions are an ideal way to help make ends meet.
We provide paid training to part time and full time
students willing to learn to call our customers ac ross
the country and explain the products and services
we provide. NO COLD CAllS!
• EARN $5 PER HOUR GUARANTEED!
• WORK CLOSE TO H OME-CONVENIENT
ROGERS PARK/ LOYOLA AREA lOCATION!
• ENJOY EMPLOYEE MERCHANDISE D ISCOUNTS
AT MONTGOMERY WARD!
The Signature Group can help you stretch you r
dollars. Call for an interview appointment today! EOE

S NATURE

GROUP

American Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING Fa?

'lOUR UFE

6
V

508-1612

High bl ood
pressure may
not h u r t, now
but it can shorten
your life. Cut your
weight, your salt,
your. risk.
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West Side blasts arena plans
By Geneva Bland
Hundreds of protester.; filed into a
briefing mom in the State of Illinois
Building April 15 to heart he dcvelopen.
of a proposed football stadium on the
ncar West Side present their plans to
Mayor Wa shington·~ stadium committee.
The plan has already been cndor.;cd
by Governor Thompson . Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes Medical Center. the
Univc n.ity of Illinois at Chicago and

Chicago

Stadium

owner

William

Winz.
However. there were c hildren . high
school students <.~nd members of various
c hurch groups in the community pro~
jccting: o ne message: "No stadium o n
the West Side."
Signs Staling. "We don't want our

c.·onununity destroyed for eight games··
and "The West Side is not a playground
for outs iders.. were displayed through~
out the meeting. Choruses o f. "We shall
not be moved." were also sung.
The stadium would be constructed
for usc by the C hicago Bean;. who arc
seeking to leave So ldier Field.
Deve lopers were booed and hissed
by residents . who don't believe the developers have the ir best interests at
hand.

-

-

'Will we play
or will we pray?'
Jefferson a lso warned the developers
that if they did not include the res idents
of the community in the plann ing process. "t here will be more protests like

this one:·
T he area in whic h the stadium would
be built consists of a 107~unit public

nuusmg am •...:x antl about JUlJ sanglc
family homes.

Schools seek fair
grant allocation
WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS) Several schools. claiming they are be ~
ing shut out of lucrative government research grants. met in Washington last
week to lobby fo~ some of these grants.
A group of campus leaden; . from
across the country met here to try to
keep the o ld system of handing out research g mnts - some $5.6 billion was
distributed in 1984 - from devolving

into a chaotic compet ition between individual colleges around the country.
A number of campuses have grown
increasingly impatient w ith the system.
which seems to f'\innel most of the
mo ney to the John Ho pkins. Stanfo!d
and Massachusetts Institutes of Technology of the 'M>rld .
One hundred companies - o ut of a
total of3.300 in the country - get close
to 90 percent of the g rants the federal
government makes each year.
The government nonnally gives the
money to the National Science Foundatio n (NSF) 10 distribute, but cries of
NSF favoritism and hopes of gening
some money have led some schools in
recent years to ask Congress for grants
direc tly, without going throug h the NSF
fin;!.
One observer called it a " highly biased " syste m that exc ludes many small
colleges.
The system does tend to fa vor the

same universities year after year:
In a repon released just before the
campu; leaden; convened in Wa>hington, the Gener•l Accounting Office
(GAO) found the >ame few univen.ities
~till arc getting moM of the money.

Sixteen of the 20 univc r.-.itic~ that received the mo~t fcdcn1l rc!<lcarch mcmcy
in 1967 <JI\ o got the mo\t fc<.lcr..tl research mo ney 111 1<.1!!4 . the GAO found .
"That NSF li\ llllg i' not completely
illog ical . " concede' Charle' Kaal'\, directo r of ...pon!'lorc<.l

progr..un-.

at the

Sta te Umvcl'\ity of New York at Bu ll alo, whu.:h <.:tu nc m tJXth on the NSI· \

ll\1 of top J(JO ~ r..tOI winncn. .
· .'\<.hool \ that :m; \ Ucc.:cv.. Jul dl lfll'
have the lOp 4Ual11y people, who i.tllr.u: t

more top peo ple ()nL'c a Ucpanmcrll ' '

c\lt.thll\llc<l. 11 \ very c.:ompcli!Jvc m get
1 111~ lcdcral rc"'C:Jrth II II III\:) ••

In the area covering Kennedy Expressway to Grand Avenue and Weste rn
Avenue to Jackson Boulevard a spons
medic ine complex would be con~
structed that could force the removal of
seveml bus inesses. schools and
c hurches.
"Will we play o r will wepmy?" Rev.
Anhur Griffin of the Fin;t Cong regatio nal Church. 1613 W. Washingto n
Blvd . a sked. " A cho ice has to be made.
Will we play in a 75.000 seat stadium or
will we pmy in the commu nity pew? "
he said.
Columbia student Diane Winten;
lives in the Henry Ho rner housing pro~
ject annex that would be destroyed if the
stadium is built.
She was a mong the protester.; and
said. " I think it's unfair. I have lived in
this neighborllood for about IJ yean;
and I don '!think I wo uld feel very eomfonable a nywhere else. We arc being
c heated out of our homes and our rights
as well."
If forced to move by the proposed
plan. Wintcn; said she would feel "insec ure. uncomfonable a nd unprotected."
Developers say they will account for
the lost housing by building 400 units of
town homes - eventua lly. T hey did no t
explain what the residents will have to
do in the meantime.

Louis Maso1t1. a consultant for ~ta
dium site developer Man;hall Bennett.
s howed the res idents a plan that would
place the new stadium in an area stretching from Gmnd Avenue to the Eisenhower Expressway and from Western Avenue to the Kennedy Expressway.
Before Masoui could finish his pre~
sentation. the protesters fi lled the room
with chants of "We shall not be
moved." which was lead by the Rever~
end Trc111ina O'Connor.
West Side community activist Nancy
B. Jcffen;on said. " Why is it. that it
takes all of us to come down here and
protest? I'll tell you why. It:< because
o nly equals negotiate . Non-equals d isc uss if they can get to that point."

Richaru o cnhoff o f the NSF argues
all its dec is ions are based on "me rit."
and that the money goes to the schools
that have the "abil ity to best conduct re~
sea rch.''
Othen; agree the top schools get the
most mo ney because they are the top
schoolS.
" History speaks for itse lf." says Joe
Banks. of the Southe rn Reg io nal Education Board . a n advocacy g roup for
southern colleges and universities.
Banks notes that "Johns Hopkins. for
insta nce. which is the number o ne
school on the list . is well equipped to do
applied physics research in a way few
o thers can."
"Most schools in the top 100."
Benhoff adds. "are a lso in the top 100 in
other surveys that measure science and
e ng tneenng resources.
But, with money in short supply
among most of the other campuses in
the U.S ., some schools have been less
wi ll ing in recent years to cede suc h
ric hes to John Hopkins, regardless of
how well-equipped it is.
In 1984, for example, Georgetown
University. the JOOth school o n the
NSF's list . drew nack from higher ed
g roups for successfully lobbying Congress to fund a m ulti-million-dollar energy demonstration project.
Dean Prict, manager of the Georgetown project , called c riticism of the lob~ ·
bying e ffon '' not valid" because the
univcr..;ity 's experience in energy rc'earc h made it. " the most qual ified to
dothi>".
C ntic ' fea red the project would dmin
lunc.h. from the pool of rcscan:h g mnts
the NSF di>tributc> .

West S ide residen ts protest the co nstruction of a football st a dium in their
ne ig hborhood, during a meeting in the Stat e of Illinois Building.
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Juicy 1/2 lb. hamburgers grilled over live Texas mesquite wood or mannated
char-broiled chicken with chunky BBQ sauce unlike McDonalds dry OVER
PRICED 1/4 lb. burger.

•

•

•

Steak, chicken or shrimp fajitas, overstuffed sandwiches, mesquite grilled sea·
food and BBQ ribs ar' just a sampling of what we prepare from scratch. So use
your head instead of your wallet and stop by for a delicious meal you can't
afford to pass by.

Grilled over
live Texas Mesquite Wood
· ' Create your own combination · ·

..

.

•

.

-.

•

•

You might not get an "A" and survive the finals but
your wallet )will survive our prices.
Located In the Qfackstone Hotel
636 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
Phone: (312). 663-4216

No Alcoho lic
Beverages Included

But a spokesman li.>r another northca,tcrn colh.:gc c.::..lb the NSF~ tmdi!lonal peer-re view 'Y~I c m "a good-o ldhoy·· m.:twork that c ut~ ... mallcr ~c hoob
tlut of compctit icm.
"Ll\t year. we wen.: ~lc<: u ,cd hy othe r

'chtHII ... til gtung hc.:y<md thl! peer n.·vie w
prc x.:c " . and it ~duu ,,l c.:o' t U\ the rc 'eaR h rnoncy we :dre;HI} had . It \ a
highly hia..,ctl proct.'"· .md we' n: try lilt.!
111 get

o ur ... ha n:"

The world is wait~.
Be an exchange student.

•

,, \\ ~
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Television

Telephone system

Continued from page 1 •

Continued from page 1

worl<'s takeover by Capiaal Cities and
echoed Yanowski's sentiments.
''COSI-a.!ting is vinually all everyone lalks about at Capilal Cities.- he
said. " Tile new bosses are very boltomline oriented .... 111e people running
all three networl<s are not broadcasters
- they are businessmen. You look for
approval from your peers. 1bcse men
are looking for approval from other
businessmen ... he said.
Such approval can only be gained
when profit exceeds loss. More cuts.
therefore. are still expected. Yanowski.
however. remains oplimistic about the
job marl<ct because o f the growing opponunities outside of broadcasting.
"111ere is less of a chance for an opponunity in broadcasting. but the opponunites in the cable business and the
corpornte business arc nourishing ...
Yanowski said.

the Wabash building. more extensaon>
wall be needed. according to McGrath.
''After a certain point you" ill max
out on how many cxtcrbions you can
add. Over at Wabash there are still some
unbuilt floors \\hich '"e eventually intend to occupy." she said. "It 's likely
thai some point in the future the system
will have to be upgrnded."
Current!} there are 1-13 extensions in
the Wabash building and the capacity is
150. according 10 Booker. The addition
of cards "ill enable the capacity to be
increaSt."'CJ.
The breakup of AT&T has also contributed to the problem according to
McGrnth . Earlier in the yearthere wa> a
mechanical problem with two lines that
would continually cut off incoming
calls and the college had trouble getting
either Tone or Illinois Bell to repair the
problem.

'There is no
set formula
for success'
"The telecommunications busaness
is growing all the time ... Morris said.
..As jobs close. others open up. There
are very satisfying opponunities in corpornte television and titerc is going to be
the recogniti9n for the need of skilled
people at all levels of bolh the broadcast
•nd cablecast business for a long time to
come."
"There is no set formula for success... Daniels said . "Students have to
lake advanlage of all the opponunities
that are presented to them . "Success is
where preparation meets opponunity."
Columbia prepares its srudents by
providing them with a curriculum that
allows them to gain experience in many
areas of the field. Yanowski is con-

Chntnklt-fTonl ltulnuhc-t..

Columbia television major Cynthia Sexton operates a department camera.
S he is one of many seniors hoping to lind an opening in the job market.
vi need the program gives Columbia television grnduates an advantage in the
job market.
"The people that are hired are really
going to have to be prepared to find
work ... she said. " That is no problem
for Columbia. That is the type of student we tum out. Our emphasis is on
hands-on experience. The curriculum is
structured to give students a thorough
understanding of production and producing.

Daniels estimates the college place'
six o r seven television graduates out of
10. who >Cek employment through the
placement office.

'Employers are
looking for
people who
are versatile'

" Based on what ! see other prugrnms
do a nd how well our interns can adapt to

different jobs. I have no doubt Columbia has the best television program in
the Midwest." she said.
"Columbia College grnduates have
several strings to their bow: · Morris
said . ··A person may not be able to immediate!)' take a job in front of a camera. but he can do what he has to in order to. get there."
" In comparison to other colleges and
universities Columbia's repulation exceeds itself.·· Daniels said. "The equipment is state-of-the-an . It is the only
school in the Midwest! know of to have
a remote truCk."

He maintains. however. that students
must take on the responsibility of preparing themselves to enter the market
and then be willing to adjust until being
able to enter their area of specialty.
"Employers are looking for people
who are versatile... he said. .. As a
whole opportunities are there. But individuals must be willing to make some
sacrifices."
"The whole technological world is
having an impact j ust as the bottom line
is having an impact, .. Mo rris said.
"That doesn't mean there are less jobs.
It simply means when you find a new
way to do something you have to be
able to arlaot to ir ..

•

P·\GE;

"Their (lllinoi> Bell) rcsponsihilities
ha'e changed ... ~kGrath saad. ·· The~
used to be re>ponsible for the phone all
the way from the pole to the inoide of
}OUr houSe:. No" the~ a~ o nl~ rcspon·
sible for the phone from the pole to the
bo< outside and anythang thai happens
funher on may be sonll.'Ork: eh.e ·s n:·
sponsibility.
··Sometimes you've got to get both
(Tone and Illinois Bell) on the site althe
same time and let them dc"<:idc whose
problem it is." she s:1id. " When they're
pointing fingers at each other it just add>
another day or t\\ O to the time that
you· rc out of scr"\·icc :·
A final recommendation the study
gave was for the college to more closely
monitor or rcplure an air conditioner in
a building nu..'Chaniral \.'lo::,rt in the Wabash huildmg where there i> a ,witch
that relates to the main switchbourd in
the Michigan building.

Journalism chairman
Continued from page 1
broadcast." he said. Cou"es in bonk
publishing will be eventua lly added to
the curriculum.
While developing the magatine program. Lchm1an was initially worried
that there weren' t enough Chicagobased magazines to employ future ~rnd
uates. But after some research. he was
pleasantly surprised.
"We did some searching and we
found about 500 publications in Chicago. mostly trade and association magazines. But we did a mailing to them.
j ust letting them know what we' re doing, telling them who we are and that
we want to help them fill their needs...
he said.
The results have been encouraging.
"We've gotten a very nice response.
A lot of magazines - small magazines

to be sure. ~uburban magazines in many
cases- have openings or they' re inter·
ested in internships for young people. I
think there is a great opportunity for U>
to build on that. .. he said.
Lehrman commended Eric Lund .
who heads the graduate journalism program fo r Lund's performance as acting
depanment chair. The two will be working closely to increase enrollment in the
graduate program .
Lehrman said that he'll be working
with other departments in the college as
well .
"I think they've got some other terrific departments here which we can
work with tO help strengthen our own .
We can really make journalism a n agship depanment for the school. I'm
looking forward to that with great enthusiasm ... he said .

Columbia College I.s Pleased To Announce A Special Program For
High School Jul)iors and Seniors

rn·E 1987 COLUMBIA COLLEGE
SUMMER INSTITUTE
June 29th through July 30th
Registration: June 25, 26 10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. and June 27 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
STUDY WHAT YOU WANT TO LEARN
If you are a high school student completing you r
sophomore, junior, or senior year, and if you
have a serious interest in fine arts, performing
arts, or media arts, Columbia College invites you
to take part in a unique college experience, the
Columbia College Summer Institute.

COURSE OFFERINGS IN:
Art
Arts, Entertainment & Media Management
Film
Journalism
Advertising
Photography
Fiction Writing
Radio
Science
Television
English .
Theater

CLASSROOMS WITH THE
REAL WORLD IN THEM
All Institute courses are taught by working
professionals. You will learn from people who do
what they teach. Each course offers hands-on,
practical experience in your area of interest.

THE CITY IS OUR CAMPUS
Columbia College is located on Michigan Avenue
across from Grant Park in downtown Chicago.
For more information call:
Columbia College
600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605-1996
3121663-1600 Ext. 130

·.
I

Marines' trysts
amount to treason
For the Marine embassy guards in Moscow it was definitely more than a job, it
was an adventure ... one that shamed the United States.
TWo American Marines. stationed at the Soviet Embassy. have been revealed to
have had sex with Soviet women in exchange for embassy secrets. Now we understand why they call spies undercover agents.'
II seems that what these men fell for is an old espionage trick called the honey
tmp that invades the Marine psyche and goes something like this:
Marines arc well trained in fighting off enemy attacks and when they arc surrounded they arc trained to fight to the death . However. the Marines arc not drilled
in how to defend against encirclement by female arms. Tough grunts who
wouldn't fire their guns until they saw the whites of thei r enemies eyes melted at
the bat of an aruactive woman's eye.
The honey trap looks and tastes sweet but once a man is caught in it he is sure to
get stung.
But it is America, not just the Marines Coil's. that is feeling the sting of the
embassy guards lack of control . The trcasonaltrysts of Sgt. Clayton Lonetree and
Cpl. Arnold Bracy have cost this country dearly.
Both Marines allowed KGB agents access to the embassy after closing time.
They allowed the Soviets to gatherl<>j>-sccret information about codes and American agents in the Soviet Union. The Soviets didn't fire a shot but they severely
wounded American intelligence-gathering capabilities in the Soviet Union.
The United States must now learn from the Moscow embassy situation in order
to minimize the damage done by these men .
Obviously the United States must screen its embassy guards more thoroughly.
But more importantly. this nation must take a harsh stand with traitors to make
espionage an unattractive course of action.
The embassy scandal has rome fast on the heelsoftwoothermajorspy scandals
that dealt severe blows to this nation. One was the Pollard case in which a civilian
government analyst was caught spying for the Israeli government. The Walker
fam ily spy case was a major embarrassment for the U.S. Navy. It involved a father
and son who were both corrupted by money offered by Soviet agents in return for
Navy secrets.
Treason seems to be becoming more popular and America must do something
to halt this trrnd .
The most effective way to do this is to make an example of Lonetree and Bracy.
Both Marines should get the harshest penalties this nation can levy against them
for their at ease attitude toward betraying their country.

~
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Letters to the editor

To The Editor:
I am a believer and dedicated volunteer for the Ad~oc Committee. and I say hip. hip. hooray! We won after - all the hard
work we put into making the student exhibition site/coffee house possible. I want to especially thank Marl< Kelly and
administrators for putting the Ad-Hoc Committee together, for giving Columbia College students an exhibition site and for
thcir coocern for us.
I am truly su'l'rised to find that we have non-believers at Columbia. Students who say the election was biased arc probably
panly responsible fo r some of the good things that can't get done. They have no respect for things that will benefit Columbia
students.
·
I hope that when the student exhibition site is built. the non-believers will happily come and sec one of the best things that
·
has happened to the college.
Carol Hyshaw
Journalism Major

Photo Poll
What should Mayor Harold Washington's No. 1
be during his second term?
Tony Crane
Junior

Radio

Bakkers' antics
cook up a storm

" Mayor Washington's top priority
should be to pass the stadium plan for
the Chicago Bears."

The story has made the coversofNew•week. Time and U.S. ews and World
Repon. People magazine and the National Enquirer devoted space to it. Ted Koppel scored high ratings on "Nightline" when he spent several nights discussing it.
The subject i• TV evangelists Jim and Tammy Bakker.

Kimberly Eummer
Freshman
Television/Radio
" I believe Mayor Washington's top priority should be to develop more job opponunitics."

It is Jim's romp in the bedroom with Jessica Hahn and Tammy's addiction to
prescription pills that are adding fuel to the fire. The Bakkers. founders of the PTL
(Pmise the Lord) club have been bombarded by attacks in recent months.
I find an irony in this situation that produces two altitudes: one urges me to
laugh at the whole thing and the other makes me rccogni7.c the potential danger of
the power that the Bakkers and other TV evangelists have over many people.

Paul Wenson
Junior
Television

Over the past few years, I have occasionally watched religious programs like
"The Jim and Tammy Show." "The 700 Club" and the "Jimmy Swaggan Hour."
While their influence over me is harmless, I sec how certain people have come to
depend on evangelists like Bakker, Swaggan and Jerry Falwell.

" I th ink he needs to try and maintain a

working relationship with the council.
He needs to get them together to suppon
each other instead of fighting all the
time . Maybe then they would be able to
get other thingt; done."

These religious leaders all have something in common. They've been hypocritical and deceitful long before the Jim and Tammy scandal hit the headlines.
The llakkers may live quite nicely by using pleading and tears to get viewers to
pull out their credit cards and checkbooks. But if the Bakkers are guilty of this
manipulation, then so are other influential TV evangelists, even the ones who are
condemning the Bakkers.

According to the April 6 issue of Newsweek. Pat Robenson. founder of the
Christian Broadcasting Network and potential Republican presidential candidate.
lives in a $400,000 home owned by his network. Oral RobertS' $8 million fundraising goal was met because he claimed he would die on April I unless viewers
sent the money. Robens' son lives in an expensive house paid for by a wealthy
follower. Jerry Fal well, head of the 4-million member Moral Majority. encourage• followers to bonuw money to send to him. Swaggan claims that "people wi ll
die and go to hell by the thou,ands," if he can't raise the money to buy air time.
On the surface. accw.ation' fl y back and fonh and underne<&th, greed. power
and jealou•y simmer. But the whole bunch of them go on living in their lavish
horne~. driving thcircxpcn~ivc cal1\ and ~pending :.~bund:.tnt an7.')Unt~ of the money

they manipulate out of viewer\. Thc...c viewer.. are u' ually lower middle-clas.
people from ruml area\ who will never know the luxurie' thei r TV preachers
enjoy, according to a U.S. New• and World Repon ~tudy.
Thi• scandal ha• revealed that the Bakkers arc noi the only one• who de.crve
the penetr.ting and ' keptical di.cernmcnt of the public. All TV evangelists do.
TV preachers can touch and enrich the lives of many people, but sometimes
that ba•ic goal can get l"'t in the greed for power and control.
I believe right now that goal has been lost.

" I think he should improve the Streets
and Sanitation Depanment. He needs to
make the city cleaner."

The Chronicle will..reserve space
'd•.•. ,.
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each week for readef co~mental)f
letters should be 250 words or

By Yvelte S hields
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Courts abandon Baby M
A;,id court pro.:eedings. legal banles. rulings. reversals. a childless couple and a surrogate mother sits 1-ycar-old Melissa
Stem.
Tile child. the key factor in the landmark Baby M case concerning the rights of surrogate motherhood. is in the early
vulnerable years of her life.
A child of that age should be with people who can love and care for.her and provide a stable and happy home life.
Instead she has been pulled in different directions by different people calling her different names. What type of environment is this for an infant?
'
A Hackensack. New Jersey court ruled March 31thatthe child become legal custody of the baby's natural father. William
Stem and his wife Elizabeth. Then. less than two weeks later. the Supreme Court granted Marybeth Whitehead. the baby's
surrogate mother, the right to visit the child once a week for two hours until September when the court will hear the appeal.
An appeal? How is it possible that the birth of a child could get so out of hand? Whitehead contracted with the Sterns for a
service for which she was to be paid $ 10.000. Instead. she breached -her end of the deal by wanting to keep the baby and
refusing the money. And now she is fighting in court to get the baby she calls "Sara" back. How fair is this for the Sterns?
Surrogate motherhood is the only way they are able to have children. Without Baby M they arc childless a nd without a
family.
On the other hand. Whitehead already has herown children. She has fell the joy a child brings toone's life. She ha' >cen her
c hildren cry. speak their first word. take their first step and watch them as they discoverthe world.
Why can't she let the Sterns experience these same things? She's fighting for something that never should have been an
issue in the first place. Whitehead made an agreement and changing her mind has not only caused grief fort he childl.,;s couple
but caused national ;mention.
The courts now hold Baby M's future in their hands. While it should have never gonen .a out of hand. we feel the court s
decision should haw been an easy one from the start . II was. Then thC)' c hanged their mind•. Now they've agreed to hear an
appeal in September.
By dragging this case on for months the problem will only become more complex. In the meantime. there's a very innocent
linle ~!.'!_be ing tossed around and confused by a mindless court system.

Language of love helps
pair transcend handicap
All you need is love.
I know that's a cliche made famous by the Bealles but I dido 't realize just how true the saying was until
after a recent night at a singles bar.

Brian Kulpin
Now, l'm- no bar.'ny. Bull do enjoy a beer once in a while. On this
particular night I had just finished
watching a movie with a friend of
mine and we decided we wanted a
drink . We didn't know the area very
well and the nearest gin-mill turned
out to be a singles bar.
I'm kind of tom on the subject of
singles bars. I'm a people watcher
and I love to observe the bizarre pa·
trons, but at the same time I hate the
· anitude and one-night stand mentality that pervades these establishments.
This place was no exception. Tile
momem my friend and I walked in
we were greeted by the pulsing
mythms of a fast disco beat. As we
maneuvered around the bar to find a
seat, we passed a group of stylishly
dressed women who were frantically discussing the merits of each
man in the place.
As we sat down and ordered a
couple of beers we observed the
guys on the make at the bar. Some of
·them had on more jewelry than the
women. 11leir hair was combed perfectly as they struck cool poses and
leaned against the bar to scope out
the place for females they were try·
ing to score with .
Tiley reminded me of circling
vultures. But the women who were
the vulrure's prey were as bad as the
men. Tiley had pulled their bodies
into the latest tight-fini ng styles.
Their hair was curled and sprayed
inlo-a brittle crisp. They played litlle
fiirty pmes with the guys who
made eyes at them.

I looked around the room and saw
two people who had met moments
before engaging in an open mouth
kiss that would have put the Dcntyne
"kiss a linlc longer" commercials to
shame.
As I kepi up my people watching.
I observed that there dido 't appear to
be a person over 35 in the place. I
felt a little sad as I thought of what
this place said about the values of
my geperation. Almost 1everybody
in the place was engaged in the mat·
inggame.
ThC patrons carrie to this place to
find love. But' what they would
leave with was a partner for sex - a
one-night stand. And when it's over,
they're lucky if they've had a good
lime. lfthcy're unlucky. they catch a
social disease. A high price to pay
fo r 1ooking for love in the wrong
place.
For the people at the bar the difference between love and sex had
become blurred . They needed
something to put it back into focus.
And a moment later that something
walked in the door.
As a song blasted out of the
speakers proclaiming, "Touch me,
touch me, I want to feel your body"
I had to look twice at a couple that
had just come in.
AI first I thought I had drank too
many beers. Then I figured maybe
they were lost But as they came to
sit at the table next to mine. I realized they were there for all the right
reasons.
As the man pulled out his lady's
chair, I could 1101 believe what I was
seeing. The man didn't have on designer jeans. His lady was wearing
polyester slacks instead of a miniskin. He was wearing a plaid shirt
and neither of them had on one measly, little paisley.
To lop it off they were bo'~ at least
60 years old. They v :re lx>th grinning wider than r:.o l!<'ner•tion gap
they had just cneawd by walking into
the place. And they couldn't take
their eyes off one anolher.
But I was in for one more shock.
As the song changed and Madonna
began 10 wail about teen pregnancy
the man started to frantically gesture
with his hands.
He was signing the words of
"Papa Don't Preach" to his lady.
When she picked up the meaning
they began to have a silent conversa-

tion. He used his hands and she
mouthed words so that he could read
her lips. She was hearing impaired
and they were both mute.
He leaped up and whipped out a
pencil and paper and handed a surprised bartender a note asking for
two drinks. Other patrons began to
notice and stared at the couple with
puzzled looks. But the looks turned
to smiles afler only seconds of observation: because it was so obvious
that there was somethi ~g special
about these two. They didn't belong
in the singles bar.
Not because they were old.
Not because they were handi·
capped.
But because unlike everybody
else in the place they were so obviously in love.
While bar-nics gazed ·with lust in
their eyes at modern maidens on the
make all over the bar. the old couple
had the look of love.
Their eyes shone with it. They
were oblivious to their surrouodings
not because of their handicap. but
because they didn't care. What they
cared about was each other.
The couple's conversations were
sile nt but they could be understood
from anywhere in the bar. Love had
arrived. It wasn't packaged in designers clothes of youthful vigor.
But it was beautiful.
After watching the singles scene
all night long it was so refreshing to
see love. I realized that these two
were 1101 handicapped in any way. It
was the rest of the people in the bar
that were crippled .
The old couple had love and with
it no handicap existed. While people
on the make around the bar struggled for pick-up li nes the old-timers
who could 1101 hear or speak offered
a lesson in communication.
It was a silerit lesson bul l picked
it up loud and clear. It was loude r
than the singles bar music. And the
memory of wha'tl saw and the message I received from it would live
with me longer than any one-night
stand.
Love isn 'I found in a bar. II is
found in the understanding between
twopeople.
.
That old couple taught a lesson in
love to all the youngsters in the bar
that night You don't have to have
looks, money, fancy clothes, or
good pick-up lines. All you need is
lov
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Don't ·miss shot
at arms deal
Progress. After much discussion the United States and the Soviet Union have
apparently made strides in achieving an arms agreement
President Reagan has ad mined that he is optimistic that the two •-upei)JOwcrs
may be able to senle on the terms of the agreement by the end of the year.
Of course, it was just last October when Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gmbachev appeared on the verge of an agreement during the Iceland Summit. but
failed to reach it when Reagan refused to abandon U.S. research of the Stmtegic
Defense In itiative.

Whe n Secretary of State George Schultz met with Soviet officials in Moscow
recently. it was considered the last opportunity for the two countries to reach an
agreement under the Reagan administration.
Gmbachev has proposed eliminating all intermediate-range missiles in the European portion of the Soviet Union. while allowing the deployment of 100 warheads for each side. The remaining Soviet warhead!; would be based in Asia and
the remaining U.S. warheads would remain in the United State,.
In addition the Soviets have indicated they would eliminate shorter·mnge missiles in Eastern Europe. a class of missiles the United Stales docs not have in
Western Europe.
The U.S. reaction ha> been favorJblc. but a commitment has yet to be made. II
seems like a replay of the Summit. An agreement is in sight. but the U.S. b
hesitant.
It's understandable the Reagan administration wants 10 study the propu,.,J. but
let's not let another opportunity slip away.
Any step that e nhances the chance of peace should be taken.
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The Chicago Theatre
Elaborate showplace reels
in customers for decades
By Penny Mateck
It is a weekday aulumn evening. Peo-

ple stroll nonh on Saate Succt, as a cool
breeze blows off of Lake Michigan .
StrecH:ars rumble by.
A paper boy in front of Marshall
Field & Co. shouiS "Extrn! Extm! Read
all about it!" heralding the latest editions of the city's newspapers for a
nickel.
Well-dressed people tolerate the jostling as horse and buggies can them
around town. There is bright lights,
sidewalks crowded with people and
much cxcitcmem.

II is Wednesday. Ocl. 21. 1921. the
grand opening of the city's newest
movie palace. The Chicago Theatre .
The main feature is "The Sign on the
Door... starring Norma Talmadge. In
the pit is a 50-piece orchestra conducted
by Nathaniel FinSion . Jesse Crawford is
playing " When Shall We Meet Again ..
on the mighl)' Wuriitzer pipe organ.
There is a slaff of 125 ushers and two
dircctorettes attending to theatre patrons. A service boy is running crmnds
and checking packages. An ouiSide
doorman is on duty at all times as well
as a footmaQ in full" uniform to open carriage and car doors. Theatre tickets cost
35C until 6 p.m. and .SOC until closing.
Thousands of first nighters are turned
away from the first two shows.
Thus begins another chapter in the
history book of Chicago.
What follows is a detailed background of the Theatre and its development based upon newspaper clippings
and historical documents.
Built by the architecruml firm of
Rapp & Rapp for the Balaban & Katz
movie house chain. the Chicago Theatre was the first Loop theatre designed
for motion pictures.

The Theatre is second in size only to
the city:, Auditorium Theatre. The Lshaped theatre wmps around the Page
Brothers Building which sits at the corncr of State and Lake StrcciS and is the
only known building in this city 10 rcalUre a casl imn front.

The epitome of the motion picture
palace. the Chicago Theatre is lavished
with inspirational French architecture.
The exterior design is based on the Arc
de Triomphe in Paris. lis second Empire
feature.' can be traced at night by the
hundreds of lightbulbs imbedded in the
facade.
Inside. the 111eatre resembles a miniature Versailles. The five-story Grand
Lobby noor and walls arc bathed in
marble. off-white a nd white and
trimmed in black and brown.
The Gmnd Promenade. an inner
lobby. is three stories high and provides
access to most auditorium aisles.
Inside the auditorium there is seating
for 3.800. The main fioor seat' 2.000.
the mezzanine lcs. than 400 and the halcony 1.500. The Theatre boast> no ob~tructed main fl oor sight lines as the
balcony i' supponed by cantilever.
(built-in ' uppon beam') eliminating the
need for column 'uprxms. The dome of

the Theatre >its c lcarnf tbc bakony 110
feet above gmund level.
The main fO<·u, of the Theatre i' the
prmcenium Ctbc area directly above the
'lagc) and the stage itself. Centered on
the arch nf thc 70-foot-wide pro>eenium
i> a large muml of Apollo and his chariot, dmwn by four white horses polling
the sun across the sky. This painting was
done in J932 while the Theatre and the
city prepared for the Century of ProExposition in 1933.

8"''"

The saagc is I 12 feet wide. 30 feet
deep and 90 feet high . II has an orchestra pit and the Theatre's original Wurlitzer pipe organ on a hydraulic platform
with the pipes mounted on either side of
the stage.
The Theatre was fir.;t redecomtcd for
the World's Fair in 1933, although it
was only 12 years old. Changes were
confined primarily 10 furniture in the
lobbies. lounges. foyers and promenades. New carpeting. draperies and
upholstering also were installed.
In the early 1950s. the Theatre underwent a "modernization" to bring it up to
the present day concept of design. That
redecomtion wou ld prove detrimental
yet imponant some 30 years later due
only to the fact Rapp & Rapp. the Theatre's original architeciS. performed it.
The lobbies had been given a more contemporary look and all original bronze
and crystal light fixtures were removed.
A false ceiling had been erected in the
Grand Promenade covering a very ornarc. vaulted one.

In 1983 the
Theatre and
adjacent building
became
landmarks
The last presentation of a stage production combined with a movie came in
1955. long after they had been dropped
at other locations around the country.
Outside New York Cil)'. the Chicago
Theatre and the Capitol Theatre in
Washington. D.C. were probably the
last two theatres to schedule stage
shows on a regular. weekly basis.
Midway through the 1960s. Balaban
& Katz sold the Theatre 10 ABC-Great
States Organization. Later in 1969.
. "Love Story" played allhc Theatre and

As the years slipped by. the Theatre
fell farther and fanher from iiS preSiigious billing as the grand motion picture
palace.
In December 1982, Plitt 111eatres
filed for a demolition permit to destroy
the Chicago Theatre and possibly redevelop the land. This came at a time
when many Nonh Loop construction
projects were under way and the Chicago Cil)' Council was considering
naming the Chicago Theatre and the adjacent Page Brothers Building. Chicago
landmarks.
The permit was ultimately denied
a nd on Jan. 28. 1983 the City Council
declared both buildings cil)' landmarks.
PI ill. unhappy with the ruling. sued the
city for inverse condemnation and received $2 million from the Cil)' of Chicago in an out-of-coun senlemenl in
October, 1984.
Between January 1983 and September 1985 numerous ways Of financing
the Theatre's restoration were discussed
among prominent Chicago business
people and various city depanmeniS.
On Sepl. 19, 1985 the last movie
shown before Plitt closed the Theatre
was "American Ninja." There were no
more than 50 people in the audience.
The doors closed quietly on history until they were swung open again with a
bang the very next day.
On Sepl. 20, 1985 Richard Rice and
his firm. Rodman & Renshaw Chicago
Theatre Ltd. met a coun imposed deadline by raising $10 million in just three
weeks and fully affirmed the purchase
of the 111eatre and adjacent Page Brothers Building from Plitt.
In January 1986. construction to
bring the Theatre back to iiS original
stature of 1933. began. Eight months
and $4 million later. amid the glamour
and beauty that is and always was the
Chicago Theatre. and Frnnk Sinatra reopened the building by singing about
his kind of town.

The Chicago Theatre, 175 N. State St., hosted the return of Frank
Theatre.

Landmark,s faceli
By Penny Mateck
Chicago's most ornate senior citizen,
the Chicago 111eatre, once destined 1\)
face old age with the kiss of a wrecking
ball has been picked up, duSied off and
rest~red to the gmnd dame she one;
was.
And it only cost $4 million.
After a creative financing plan to
save the 65-ycar-old structure was completed by private developers and the city
of Chicago in 1985. restoration began.
In January of 1986crews moved in.to
restore. repair and clean what once was
billed as the epitome of the motion picture palace.
"Structurally it (the Theatre) was in
very good condition, .. said Fred Romano, executive vice president of Dan-

iel P. Coffey & Associ3tes, the architectural firm in charge of the restoration.
"The basic problem was it had 50 years
of grime on it."
During the extensive renovation, the
craftsmen involved took great pains in
restoring iiS intricately deaailed architecttlre to ifs. origirlal beau!)'. While
working to do this. craftsmen uncovered many areas of Theatre that had
been covered up or hidden during two
previous renovations in the 1930s and
1950s.
" Probably the most publicized one is
in what they call the Grand Promena&
just off the main lobby.~· explained Romano. "It's a three-story space that
leads into the various aisles of the Tbeatre itself. In the 1950s there was an extensive "modernization.. (done) to the
111eatre 10 bring it up to the 1950s concept of design."

me

grossed more in one week than any
other movie ever had.

A few years later. another picture surpassed the first phenomenal movie
milestone. In seven days "The Godfather" grossed $220.000 and took in
$57.000 at the concession Sland during
the first 12 days it ran.
In 1974. the Chicago Theatre was
sold again. This time the Plin chain
moved in and pul their name atop the
long familiar six-story venical sign out
frnnl.
The first " live" show in 18 years was
presented in 1973. The stage show/
movie titled . "Cin-A-Rock" was
booked for one week but ended a financial failure.
Five years later. in September of
1978. the Theatre hosted a sellout
crowd when the Chicago Area Theatre
Orgiln Enthusiasts pn:scntcd an arnbitiou~ !r!t<.lgc !r~hnw

On Wednesday. October 21. 192llb
business. The next day, in his
tures" Can Sandburg
Door" the main feature slarring

ntt

t'Caturing the organ and

a >ilcnt film. The live part of the show
included Dennis Day. the Hannonicats
and the Step Brothers. accompanied by
Fmnkie MaMers and the Chicago Theatre Orth<'Sim along with a fan dance
from Sally Rand.
.. According to the Theatre Historical
Society. the Chicago never opemled in
the red in its first 56 years (of business)
and its record of 34 years of contioouous slllge shows was surpassed only by
Radio City Music Hall ," Slated a 1981
Chicago Tribun~ anicle.

Shown shortly after Its opening In 1921, the Chicago 'Theatre reatured
many prominent entertainers olthe day lndudlng John Plilllp Sousa and
Fannit Brice.

Chicogo 7ht:at~; hod a rrgulm
with a bing and a boom ht:ard throughc
a sum total ofan ~l't'ning sur~ to lillgt1
and got in and al/111hojoin~d th~ stom
nte whole 11'000 11!0$ auspiciOI<S""'
ble colyums (sic), th~ circu/Dr staim
niches 011 down to the ushtrs,udl,nme •
acting like the place uw ih~ 8/ackslon
I* may say tlta. the placr us ftnat
$4.000.000 looks lik~ a building with 1
ture tit~ multiJude whil~ at th~ ~tin
thtr~ are much-broggffl Slnlctllrrs,
Kflshington. that mak~ no compariso.
mall~rofshin~. glin~r, and sprrodoft
Jhe 5.000uats •~rtfilltd l>qontl
not only O{Nn~d by Balaban and
Charles A. Kbcktrforth~ peopkofO
plan.
At8 o 'dodc and again lltt.ritlo.,...W 1111
in. N01 until aft~rth~ mai11 p;ctlu'r
clt:ar and th~ policr, lfiOWiltd aM ,P
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and screen for 65 years
City, private sector act to
\
keep doors open to public
i

\

hers in new era
s arta. a spacious and airy comer
lbeatre. boaSis a very ornate
d ceiling that was covered by a
nat plaster one during the second
/
ttion.
1at particular remodeling was
oy the original architectS (Rapp &
which 'WaS fortunate," said Ro"because they didn' t destroy
in the process. they just covered
tp. They probably had an inkling
omeday somebody might want to
erit again."
ile uncovering worl< .was being
n the lobby. wori<men were faced
bigger problem inside theauditotself.
tcseats.(3,800 ofthem) were a toast..;" said Romano. " Titcy were
and sent to a company that
liz.es in rebuilding theater seats.
used as many parts as they could

from the original seats but the seats and
the cushions were all replaced."
Ano!her major problem presented itself onstage . •
"All the backstage theatrical equipment including (he rigging system they
used to hang scenery on was totally replaced." continued Romano. " It was
obsolete and probably in a seflli-®ngerous condition. Titc backstage a,..,;. also
had some extensive remodeling in the
dressing room areas along with new
bathrooms, fixtures and lights."
Overall. the facclift. completed in
September 1986. has brought back the
look and feel the llteatre had when it
was first renovated for the World's Fair
in 1933.
" It"s basically back in that condition," said Romano.

By Penny Mateck
A theatre needs life to survive.
Through many decades since its
opening in 1921. people flocked to the
Chicago llteatre dressed in their finest
to see all the best shows.
But in the 1960s and 1970s. things
changed.
First-run movie houses fled to the developing suburbs. Most movie patrons
Opted for these oversized screening
rooms and abandoned the sple ndor and
romance of a theatre that once was,
leaving it gasping for life.
The Theatre struggled but made it
into the 1980s. Although it was not an
80s kind of theatre, it held on by showing movies like " Prom Night" and
" American Ninja" while the images
and sounds of performers like Danny
Kaye. Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis lingered in the recesses and corners of the
llteatre.
It was no! long after however, that
some began thinking the life of the Titcatre should come to an end.
" Titc existence of the Chicago Theatre was jeopardized in early 1982 when
its owner, Pl itt llteaters. Inc .. indicated
that the operation of the theatre was a
financial drain on the corporation," according to an article written by Margery
al Chalabi and Jeffrey Kuta (ultimately
key figures in saving the Theatre) in the
Summer 1986 Journal of Real Estate
Development. "At the same time, the
Loop. Chicago's downtown commercial district in which the llteatre is located. was experiencing a major boom
in development. Titc opportunities fo r a
substantially denser (and more profitable) use of the land were many."
Plitt requested a permit to demolish
the property in December, 1982. At the
time. the city was holding public hearings to determine if the Chicago llteatre
and the adjacent Page Brothers Building
should be ronsidered Chicago land-

mari<s. According to guidelines set by
the city's Commission on Chicago Historical and An:hitectuml Landmari<s,
the building must meet seven basic criteria to be considered for landmari< sta·
tus.
"Titcy (the criteria) deal primarily
with historical and architectural aspects
of the structure which are significant to
the city. the state and the country and
therefore merit preservation.'' explained John Hem . Deputy Director of
the Commission.
The demolition request was ultimately denied by the City Council and
in January. 1983 Plitt sued the city for
inverse condemnation staging what was
to become a 2 1-month legal battle.
On Jan .. 28. 1983. theChicago Theatre and adjacent Page Brothers Building were designated landmari<s by the
<;:hicago City Council. Between this
date and May. 1984. numerous proposals to save the llteatre were made.
" By May. 1984 the (entire) state of
affairs was a great distress to the city.
particularly to Ira J. Bach. the city planner and architectural historian who was
serving both as Director of City Developmen!'and as a member of the Commission on Chicago Historical and Architectural Landmari<s," the article in
the Journal of Real Estate Development
states. "Bach asked two professional
acquaintances, Marshall M. Holleb and
Margery al Chalabi. to seck together a
solution for the Theatre. Ms. al Chalabi, a consultanrin economic development, has done considerable wori< on
historic preservation and was familiar
with many tax and funding rro:chanisms
to protect historic properties. Holleb. a
lawyer and real estate developer. had
undertaken many public-private venture projectS.''

Financing plan
saves showplace.
In July. 1984, Holleb met with the
Planning Department of the City of
Chicago and obtained commitments for
a public-private partnership including
the Theatre and adjacent Page Brothers
Building.
The Chicago Theatre Preservation
Group (CTPG) , Ltd. was incorporated
in October, 1984 by Holleb. al Chalabi
and Suhail al Chalabi. a principal in the
al Chalabi Group, Ltd . In the same
month, the CTPG became a general
partner in Chic:lgo llteatre Restorntion
Associates. the limited partnership
formed to pun:hase and restore the Chicago llteatre.
October of 1984 also brought an end
to the legal proceedings with Plitt . Prior
to a final court ruling. the c ity agreed to
pay $2 million in lieu of damages and
admitted itS actions constituted inverse
condemnation. Only then did Plitt agree
to discuss the sale of the Theatre to
CTPG for $ 11.5 million. The CTPG
obtained preliminary financing from
two lending institution> while the city
applied for an Urban Development
Action Grant (UDAG) from the Depanment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to help defray renovation

roget in.
all around.from mart 1ighttd mysterious dome and
k'beviesof~n in evening dress
tht Union Ltague Club.
I up at a figgtr somttlring like
f ofmobellishtntnttlrot "'ill
rtspecno an a11d archituturt.
r IN Congressi0110l library in
lltW Orirogo thtottr in the

eap-

costs.

The Grand -Promenade, a three story Inner lobby In the ChicagO Theatre
~eals a vaulted, ornate ceillnc once covered clwioc a renovlltioo In the

19505-

But in January of 1985 the UDAG
no!ified Chicago no funds were available for the Chicago Titeatre.
'When you apply for a UDAG. you
are competing with projects from other
cities all over the U.S.. " explained Ben
Oluwole. director of Financial Services

for the Planning Department of the City
of Chicago. "At that point in time, the
project was just not one of the best
ones."
In February of the same year. a new
financing plan was constructed by a developing team and the city of Chicago.
Meanwhile. the developers were faced
with problems in the building'sconcept.
" In order to combine the two spaces
of the Chicago Theatre and Page Brothers Building and successfully develop
the combined space. the interior of the
Page Brothers Building has to be demolished," stated the article in the Journal
of Real Estate Development. " In May.
1985, CTPG applied for an informnl
ruling of the U.S. Department of the Interior on the proposed demolition of the
interior of the Page Brothers Building.
This initial application was rejected and
full documentation was requested.''
llteatre renovator and operator Ray
Shepardson approached developers of
the llteatre in July. 1985. with plans to
tum it into an entertainment cente r. After organizing his group. Shepardson
began negotiations with the developers.
In August. a private offering memorandumof$10 million in developers equity and the redevelopment agreement
between the developers and the city of
Chicago were simultaneously undertaken by the law firm of Holleb & Coff.
Laterthat month. the full historic preservation certification application was
submitted to the National Pari< Service.
Department of the Interior after the offering document was completed.
Titc most significant date for the saving of the llteatre came on Sept. 20.
1985. The Chic:lgo llteatre Restoration
Associates were able to raise $10 million in just three and a half weeks. meeting a court imposed deadline and fully
subscribing the limited partnership.
"It is a very complex deal." said Oluwole. " In the history of this city it (creative financing between the city and private developers) has never been done
before ,under any administration and I
would be hard-pressed to see another
deal like that come down the pike in the
future."
A new Theatre lease was signed in
October, 1985 by a consortium of theatre operators headed by Shepardson.
The group included producer Zev Bufman and · Allen Becker of the PACE
llteatrical Group.
After a three day closing session. the
sale of the Chicago llteatre complex
was completed on Oct. 29, 1985.
" In the final version, tOUt) project
cost was set at approximately $24.9
million: $11.562.500 for acquisition.
$8,640.000 for rehabilitation. about
$1 ,350,000 in interest and other linancing costs. over$1.600.000 as a re..crve,
$800.000 in brokemgs fees. and the
balance in general panner fees. professional and leasing fees, and operJtion
and miscellaneous expenses." according to the article in the Journal of Real
Estate Development. .:or the total project costs. 'SIO million in equity was
rnised from investors. $8.275 .000 in
two cash installments payable in 1985
and 1986. and $1.725.000 m demand
no!es callable only if and when needed
to fu~- ope~ting deficits. Most of the
remaonmg pro.JCCI cash requorement IS
being met through city financing aggregating $16 million. and the balance.
abut $650.000, through project rental
income to be generated during the redevelopment period."
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NOTHING IMPRESSES AN EMPLOYER
UKE DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL
EVERY ONCE IN AWHILE.

After several years of intense study, a lot of college graduates finally learn something. They're
not qualified for the job they want
Fact is, many graduates never find a career in their field of studY. All their time spent in study.
Not enough time in the field
.
lbat's why there's a nationwide program for college students called Cooperative Education
It allows students to alternate studies at the college of their choice with paid, practical work
experience in the career of their choice.
To participate in Co-op Education you don't need to fit irito any particular socio-economic
group. You don't need to be a straight "A" student eithet:
All you really need to be, is smart enough to leave school

CO•OP Education

You earn a future when you earn a degree.
I!WI For a free booklet write: Co-op Education • P. 0. Box 999 • Boston, MA 02115

~ A Public Service of This Publication • © 1985 National Commission for Cooperative Education
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Polovchak moves behind camera
By Steve Taylor
Walter Polovchak, the boy who
achieved international prominence in
1980 when he refused to return to the
Soviet Union with his parents, has de-

1/

put all the time he spent unde r the
watchful eyes of televis ion cameras to
good use.
Polovchak is now a 19-year-old television student at C olumbia College. "' I
g5>t inte rested in TV broadcasti"!! _f".'m

,.

all the stuff I' ve been through over the
years. I grew up a round TV camerns.lt
seems that I miss tha t now ... Polovchak
said.
Came ras and counrooms are very familiar to Polovchak who only recently
e nded an often bitte r s ix-year struggle to
remain in the United States. A family
visit to rela tives in the United States became a n inte rna tional incide nt whe n
Polovchak. the n II years old. balked at
going home to the Soviet Union with his
family.
" The whole thing stan ed when my
fa the r wanted to go back by himself. ..
Polovcha k said. " He told my mothe r to
stay here. He said, "If you don't like it
he re, come back: but I hate it here. I'm
de pressed.' That was because he had
other girlfriends back there: he had a
life the re." Polovchak said.

Threats could not
force Polovchak
home

- Fonner Soviet citizen Walter Polovchak is a Columbia television student.

The Soviet governme nt, however.
funhe r complicated the Polovchak fa mily's domestic problems . .. At the e mbassy they told him 'you cant go back
by yourself. You have to bring the entire
family back or you cant go back." ..
Polovcha k said .
Threats from his father failed to persuade Walte r to rerum to the Soviet Union. " He said, 'l flhave to l'll pay a cop

)Iron-clad roles make
?"7,in.Men.~_ riveting comedy
By Claudia M. Lenart
Not just anyone can make a living
pushing products. i t takes a cenain personality with a lot of guts and a nonsto p
mouth to make a living as a salesman.
"Tin Men," a movie wrine n and directed by Bany Levinson. depicts the
type of guys that made it in the aluminum-siding sales business in the earty
1960s.
The setting is Levinson's hometown
of Baltimore and as in his hit " Dine r, "
the people are based on those he saw
- growing up.
• The action begins with Bill Babowsky (Ric hard Dreyfuss) backing his
new Cadillac into the Cadillac of Ernest
Tilly (DaMy DeVito). Afte r a namecalling fight in the street, they swear to
get even with each othe r. Ironically, they
are both tin men.
The lifestyle of a tin man is pon rnyed
as consisting of Cadillacs, parrying all
night and c reating scams to sell aluminum siding. The scams they think up
are hilarious.
At one point Babowsky and his panncr stand in front of a house with a tri-

pod pretending to photograph it. When
the plump and frumpy owner walks out
they tell he r her house is going to be the
before picture in a Ufe magazine feature
about aluminum s iding.
"Can't I be the afte r picture."" she
squeeks. This movie · brings P.T
Ba rnum 's suckertheory to life.
Lurking in the background to put a
damper on this lifestyle is the Home lmprove!l'e nt Commission. They sta n to
get down on the devious salesmen a nd
revoke their licenses. The hearings are
held in a room tha t resembles a warehouse.
Meanwhile . Tilly and Babo.wsky are
busy carrying out their threats to get
even. Babowsky puts a few more dents
in T illy 's Cadillac and T illy bashes in
the windows of Babows ky 's Cadillac
and so on, until ruthless Babowsky
dreams up wha t he believes will be the
ultimate method of getting even with
T illy - he pursues Tilly's wife.
Little does he know, that Tilly a nd
Nom (played by Ba rbara Hershey) are
none too happy togethe r. Whe n Babowsky at his most guileful , calls Ti lly

a hundred bucks to get you on that pla ne
no matter what." .. Polovchak said .
"That"s the way things are done in the
Soviet Union; that"s how things are
taken care of - cheating. black market
selling. ..
Polovcha k's attomey Julian E. Kulas
believes his parents have always suppaned their son's effon to remain in the
United States but have not said as muc h
out of fear of reprisal from Sovie t
authorities. "There is still muc h that has
not been made public." Kulas said.
" Walte r believes that his pa rents are
happy for him but couldn't say so at the
time."
The long custody struggle fi nally
came to an end when Polovchak turned
18 last year and became a U.S. citizen.
Last month Polovchak severed his t ies
with t he Depa nment of Children and
Fami ly services. Although he could
have remained a ward of the state until
he is 23. and t herefore e ntitled to $285
in monthly state aid. he elected to end
the custodial relationship early. ''I'm
working for a public relations firm making copies a nd de li vering mail. I could
usc the extra money. but who couldn 't.
The re are a lot of people who need the
money a lot more than I do. I have a
job ."
Polovchak lives with hivister Natalie a nd uncle Walter on the no nhwest
side. When he is not working or attending classes he is working o n a book
a bout his life .
He recently signed a contract with

Random House publishers a nd has
landed former Washingto11 Post bureau
chief Kevin Klose to co-author the book
. ""It" II pretty much he about my family's background: how we got here and
other details that have not been discussed before in coun or in public."" Polovchak said . " It's supposed to be finished by the fi rst of the year."

Does not hear
from parents
For Walte r Polovchak the immediate
future will be a time to put things into
perspective. Tho ugh he no longer has
any desire to return to the Soviet Union.

he speaks wistfull y about his fam ily.
"'I'd like to see my little s ister. I' ve
never seen her. They (his parents) had
her after they went back. They don' t
write. I don't hear from the m."
Polovchak shows no bitterness toward his family but retains much skepticis m about the Soviet governme nt even
in the face of recent relaxation of emigration regulations a nd the release of
many political prisoners. He views

these changes as cosmetic.
"They are basically trying to c ha nge
the image of their country by letting
peo ple out of jail - or claiming to let
people out of jail. .. he said.
It seems narurnl that this young man.
once a child of the media. sho uld now
be studying the very appamtus that for

so lqng has scrutinized his every move.

FAMOUS LAST WORDS
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.
J

"Are you OK to drive?"
"Whats a f ew beers?"

'

to te ll him he j ust slept w ith his wife.
Tilly tells him he can keep her.
In a visually dynamic scene, T illy
proceeds to throw all of NorJ's belongings out a second-story window . It 's a
laugh. but a deeply sad laugh.
Babowsky's life begins to take a new
direction with Nom. Ric hard Dreyfuss
does a great job of pon rnying the
sprouting of sensitivity of a man who

started out as a suave creep.
But Tilly's life is falling apan . He
can't make a sale. his furniture gets repossessed by the IRS and he gets called
for a review by the Home Improveme nt
Commission. Still . !'e's full of wisecracks and DeVito never fai ls to get a
la ugh when he shrugs his shoulder a nd
says something like. " Yeah . the IRS
needs my furniture to furnish one of
their houses on Capitol Hill."
" Tin Men." portrays the end of an
ern . Today's hustlers are more subtle.
more careful. The tin men are go[\C , but
their world is recaptured in t~e movie.
It's a world of ruthless seh~ming'. lies,
smooth talk, lies, all-night parrying a nd
more lies.
But - it 's a wbole lot of fun.

"Did you have too much to drink?"
"I'm perfectly f ine."
"Are you in any shape to drive?"
"I've never f elt better."
"I think you've had a few too many."
"You kiddin, I can drive
with my eyes closed."
"You've had too much to drink ,
let me drive."
"Nobody drives my car but me."
"Are you OK to drive?"
beers?"

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.
' ' " " ' '' '
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Advisors urge counseling
for students under stress
By Sally Daly
The most trag ic thing to think about
is that maybe it all could have been
avoided .
If there had been more s ignals . more
outward signs of distress - more
awareness by friends and parents. If
someone had known the n maybe the
tragic rash o f teen suicides that occunrcd
last month cou ld have been prevented.
What has happened, however. cannot
be reve rsed bceuase suic ide. despite the
concerned aftermath of headlines. talk
and theory. is a terriby permanent act.
It is not known exactly what prompts
the estimated 35.000 people that take
their own Jives throughout the United
States each year to do so. Expens can
deduce a nd estimate. but it is imposs ible to know how a person feels when
they commit an act of such desperation.
According to Bob Padjen . an academic advisor at Columbia who also
has a private pan-time counseling practice. suicide is a leading cause of death
of young people these days.
"What studies seem to be find ing is
that suicide is.the second highest rate of
death for 15-24 year olds - second only
to automobile accidents and the thing
about that is we don't know how many
of the automobile accidents are suicides . We' re rzlldng about an epidemic
here." Padjen said.
An April 6 College Press Service article reponed that campus suicide rates
across the nation may be rising, especially among men.
"Amid growing conce rn about high
school suicides and suicide attempts in
New Jersey, Connecticut al)d Illinois,
health officials say the suicide rate
among college students appears to be
rising," stated the anicle. "College
men. moreover. are more prone to destroy themselves than high school boys.
College men's suicide rate is also higher
than campus women 's."
Just how the entire situation measures up at Columbia College cannot
easily be determined for there is no way
of knowing how many students are experiencing personal problems and just
how severe these problems may be.
What is known. however. is that he lp
is avai la ble for students here who are
experie ncing diffic ulties. whethe r they
be instances of depression that indicate
a more severe problem. or even if they
are experiencing problems that seem to
go hand in hand with college life.

a not-for-profit organization that offers
services fo r young people aged I 3-26.
Marilyn Brueckner. a fu ll-time counselor at Sc holarship and G uidance. says
the agency sees high school and college
students from the entire Chicagoland
area including DePaul University,
Nonhwestern. University of Illinois a t
C hicago. Loyola. Roosevelt and Loop
College .
According to Bruec kne r. 54 percent.
or 158 o f the agency's 1987 clientele
have been young adults (age 18-24) and
I 8 were from Columbia College.
Brueckner. who works also as the in-'
take worker a t the agency taking calls
and queries over the telephone. says the
agency offers "completely confidential'' sessions with individual counselors and an unlimited number of sessions. Fees for the services are c harged
on a sliding scale mte. based upon a person's income. their gross salary and the
number of dependents they have . According to Brueckne r, the average student pays from $3 to $ 10 fo r services.
" We ta ke into conside ration what resources a person has, .. Brueckne r said.
Although there are a variety of rea-

Best way to
combat
depression is to
prevent it
sons for which a student may seek counseling, Brueckner says the most common include depression that concerns
school or grades, problems w ith alcohol
·or drugs. stude nts with conflicts at
home. problems with Jove relationships
and stress from anticipating graduation.
" A Jot of times students are depressed or worried. For example. they
may have stancd off the year well. but
then things got tough ... she explained.
O ne of the ways a person can determine if they arc in need of counse ling.
according to Brueckner. is if they feel
they have no outlet 10 talk about the ir
feelings.
" If someone is feeling like they don 't
feel comfona blc talk ing with a frie nd o r

Suidde
Danger Signals

The Acade mic Advising Depanment
he re can offer students help and guida nce with problems that include courses
a nd grades, but the depanment can also
help with problems that run deeper. Altho ugh the advisors in the depa nment
are not permitted to do counseling , according to Padjen, what they can do are
assessments of a student to determine
their problems a nd needs. The advisors
the n refe r students to outs ide agencies
for funher he lp, depending upon the
nature of the problem.

• suicide threat or
statement of desire
to d ie

" Academic Advisors do not M:C student> on a continuing basis. What we
will do is field a stude nt's questions and
if we sense a problem that stems beyond

• personality changes/
odd behavior

our role i.l\ an <.t<.:ttdcmic.: adviM>r. then we
will refe r 'tudc nt, ," Padjc n ' aid . " I
don' t decide that ' tudcnt' ' hould seck
out, idc help. Wha t I do i' a' k them if
they feel the need aftc rthc y have talked
abo ut it.''
One o f the agcncic' uM:d mo!'lt hy the
co llege i' Scholar..hip and Gu idance.
Located a t 53 W. Jacbon. the agency i'

• previous attempt

• getting affairs in
order

• mental depression
• tending toward
isolation
Source: The M enta l Health
Yearbook
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A Bachelor of Arts Degree in

Art, Design or Fashion
Interior design, graphic design,
illusmtion, photography, fashion desi8!1,
fashion merchandising a n d manageme_nt.
4-year BA..degree. 2-year AAS degree.
Transfer credit accepted. C lasses start
June a nd September. Day and even ing .
W rite or phone:

RAY COLLEGE OF
R
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DESIG~
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Chicago campus: (312) 280-3500
401 Nort!' Wabash Av~nuc , Chicago, tL 60611
Woodfl~1d camp us: (312) 885-3450
999 PlaZ2 Drive, Schaumburg, IL 6o173
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Marilyn Brueckner is a counselor at
Scholarsh ip and Guidance, an
agency in t he Loop that serves
college students experiencing
personal problems.
parent about what's bothering them. or
if friends are tired of hearing their story,
then they should think about coming to
see us," she said .
Padjen agreed, saying the best way to
combat depression is to prevent it.
"One of the ironies with depression
is that when you feel fatigued or awful,
your perception of being hopeful is
dulled so there's a Catch-22." Padjen
explained. " You want help, but you
don't feel like anything is possible, so
then you don't call."
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According to Padjen. some signals of
depression that may indicate help is
needed. include: lowering of spirits,
difficulty sleeping. loss of self-esteem
or perspective, loss of energy, poor appetite a nd weight Joss and lowe r sexual
desire.
"What we suggest is tha t even if it
docsn 't feel like anything ca n be done
that people should still make the call. Be ,_
proactive; do something to break it (de- ·
pression) . . . With depression its the
degree and how long it stays with you. I
think students have to watch out fo r
this ... he said.
According to Brueckner. the recent
suicide incidents have brought grea ter
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awareness to the issue. She said more

Suicides have
made people
more aware
people arc becoming aware of the danger s ignals that potentia l suicide victims
may be sending out.
' ·"We had a lot more phone calls in the
month of March from parents asking
what symptoms to look for," she said.
" What the rash of suicides has done has
made more people more a ware . People
arc taking things more seriously,"
Regardless of the nature of the s ituation both Padjen and Brueckne r agree
that it is ·imponant to get help once a
problem is identified. They also
stressed tha t seeking counseling docs
not mean a person is not normal. In fact.
j ust the opposite may be true.
"There is son of a luxury of being
able to talk to a benign. mutual person
. .. It docsn 't mean you· rc crazy. It is
normal . It is j ust a de velopmental stage
in a person's life. Young adulthood is a
very imponant ste p ." Brueckner said.
Students can get more information on
Scholarship and Guidance and othe r

agencies recommended by the Acadcmi<..· Advising office by visiting the
dqxtnm\!nt\ Rcsuurtc and RdCrr.tl
Ccmc r in<:atcd on the 6th floor of the
main building or by call ing Scholar.;hip
a nd Guidance direc tly at 663-0305 .
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HAPPY HOUR BAR DRINKS 2 FOR 1
CO MPLIMENTAJ{Y HOT HORS D'OEUVRES

I

II Quick carry-out service _ 18 EaCsth~an Burle n Street
1cago- oop
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YOUR
KNOWLEDGE.
Q : How many of the people who died of lung'
cancer last year were smokers?

A.25%
8.40%
C: 6C'i>

0.80%

QUITIING. IT COULD .BE
TltETEST OF lOUR UFE.
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Buster

by W. Richard ill

April27, 1987
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Life Among
Pinheads
by P. Russel

Space Mutt

at.o&.

Hunters

42 Smaller number
43 Paper measure:
pl.
45 Ocean
46 Accuse
48 Memorable
periods of t ime
51 Grass mowed
8(1d cured
52 Choice part
saluletlon
54 Small child
Spanish plural 55 Possessive
article
pronoun
Slaw .
56 European
ermine ..
57 Secret agent
DOWN
1 French plural
article

2 Demon
3 Young hem
4 Household pets
5 Bitter vetch
6 Fulfill

T ..t: f<~S

\"4 ME"-1:.

7 Actual being
8 Fur-bearing
mammals

9 Exalted in spirit
10 Pekoe. e.g.
11 intention
16 Electrified
pJlrtlcle
18 Runs easily
20 Impedes
21 Musical drama
22 Planet
23 Street markeQ.
29 Assistant
32 Precipitous
33 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind

36 Wanders
38 Responds
40 Rants
42 Sign of zodiac
44 Liquefy
45 Barracuda

46 Greek letter
47 Chapeau
48 Sched. abbr.
49 Jump
50 Pigpen
53 Maiden loved
by Zeus
(See nexl weeks issue for

'
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Chicago bullish
on new "bullies"
By Aaron C. Burke
The 1985·86 Chicago Bulls posted a
di,mal 30-52 record. and when five key
players dcpancd after the season becausecfpersonal problems or free agem
staiUs. spons writers labeled the Bulls
on of the leagues weakest teams.
The Bulls have played ncar the .500
mark throughout the currcm season.
however. and M ichacl Joidan ha> received tenacious suppon from his teammates.

Last season the Bulls banled each
other. but this season the Bulls bail ie
thciropponcms.
''The Bulls used their bodies to try
and imimidatc."' Detroit Pistons' forward Rick Mahorn sa id after a n Apri l 7
Bulls' victory. "They're not that big.
but they got us tonighr."
Bulls' center Dave Coainc has said
that as a big man he is responsible for
protecting Jordan and the smaller Bulls.
even to the point o f throwing punches.
Another Bull who never turns the
other check is muscular forward Gene
Banks. The Bulls· management resisted
early season trade offers for Banks because Banks plays a feature role in
coach Doug Collins' syncopated game

scrip!. Banks usually guards the opposing teams' top-scoring forward. such as
the Lakcrs· James Wonhy or the Cehics' Larry Bird.
The Bulls· most aggressive player. 6foOI -8 forward Charles Oakley. is also
the team'· number one rcboundcr.
During a mid-season game against
the Milwaukee Bucks. Oakley threw 6foot- 11 Bucks' ccmcr Jack Sikma
acmss 1hc scorer's table to climax a

shoving match between the two big
men. Aficr the game. Bucks' coach
Don Nelson said. "Oakley has the potential to become the NBA's Dave
Schultz." Schuhz holds the National
Hockey League's record for most penalty minulcs in a season.

Do Chicago Bulls' fans enjoy their

teams· new aggressiveness?
"Ali i care about is whether or not the
Bulls' win." Columbia acting major
Skip Egret said. Egret added that increased aucndancc at Bulls' games is
due to the team's improved record.
" h 's neat that the Bulls aren' t a one:
man team anymore," Columbia journalism major Kim Sterl it said. "But all
the fighting makes the Bulls seem more
like the Bear.<."

Bears weight draft
Continued fr:>m Page 16
still be available late in the fir.<t round
who might interest the Bears. Pitt linebacker Tony Woods. though light at 250
lbs .. could play either outside linebacker or end .
Cincinnati's Alex Gordon, John Bosa
of Boston College. Michael Brooks of
LSU and BYU's Jason Buck arc all bigger but arc fast e nough to play up or
down.
With Dennis McKinnon returning
from knee surgery that sidelined him in
1986. the Bears have downplayed their
need for a wide receiver. But if all of the
quality pass-rushers have been snapped
up (a distinct possibility with the NFL's
emphasis on defense) look forthc Bears
to choose from a deep pool of collegiate
pass~atchers.

Nonh Carolina's swift Haywood Jef-

fries is sure to go in the top ten. but the
Bears have a shot at Aorida's Ricky
Nau icl or Lonzcll "Mo" Hill of Washington.
Nauiel at 5-9 and Hill at 5-10 are
small but both have qualities that have
not been displayed in rccem years by
Bear receivers.

"Hill. the son of fonner Detroit Lion
end J.D. Hill. is comparatively slow but
runs disciplined routes and has a reputation for making big plays.
Nauiel runs the40 in 4.4 seconds and
is strong. and will ing to catch the ball in
heavy tmffic.
Local favorite Doug Banks of Eastem Illinois was once thought to be a
cinch to wind up with the Bears but his
reputation has grown in recent momhs
and he will probably be dmfied much
earlier than expected.

Ratliff bags "Gator" in-brawl
Alfonzo Ratliff (above far
right) r etained his Illinois
C ruiserweight Title by defeating
Orland Park's Craig "Gator"
Bodzianowski in a !~round
decision at the Bismarck Hotel
April12.
Bodzianowski ( 17-I) suffered
his first loss of his professional
career and was knocked down in
the first (beiow), ninth and tenth
rounds.
The Gator, who has fought
with an artifiCial right foot since
a 1984 motorcycle accident,
showed his powerful slugging
(right) by leaving Ratliff (22-4)
with-a broken jaw and a
perfora ted ear drum.
In the end, Ratliff, who
described the Gator's punches to
be as ha rd as heavyweight
champion Mike Tyson, won in a

unanimous decision.

Classifieds
Rec eive/forward mail from home!
Uncle Sam works hard-you pocket
hundreds honestly! Details, send
self-addressed, stamped e nvelope. BEDUYA, Box 17145, Tucson, AZ. 85731

I have lost 43 lbs. on Doctor approved diet, all natural products. Call Pat 436-7880. Leave
message.

Help Wanted
Actress for lead role in music
video. Opportunity for national
exposure. Open call for other
videos produced this year. Call
Patricia 393-9010.
No experience needed, Write
Cottage Industries, 1407112
Jenkins, Norman, Oklahoma

~~~~~~~~~~n 73069. _

Young Adult
Medicine
Ateall-40
CaofWoooiol . , . . _ Uoiworlilyltolf• Snuolly Tnn- t>d DiMatt
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Howard D. Ziff, M.D. 728-5835
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CMivo

Summer Careers. Excellent pay
and World travel. For information call 206-736-{)775. Ext.
109A.

RISIARCH PIPIRS
18,278 to choose from-all eubjecte
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Rookies struggle to ripen
a respectable .277 and had a good
Continued from Page 16
spring this year.
end of ·~6. He says he felt at case last
" I figured I had about a 90 percent
year before the rug was pulled out.
chance of making the team after what I
..Actually I felt more comfonable
showed them last year and this year... he
last year after the great spring I had and
said.
they needed another pitcher and they
Walker concurred with Dayett that
shipped me right out after two weeks
he'd rather be pan time on a major
without giving me a chance to hit ...
league team than full time in the minors.
Dayett said.
" At this stage in my career. I'm 28·
Dayett's bat (.400 average as of April
19) is keeping him in the lineup in a pla- years-old. I'd rather be playing part
toon role with Chico Walker. Of late. time as opposed to playing in the minor
manager Gene Michael has begun using leagues full time. I don't have anything
Dayett on a regular basis. Dayett will to prove in the minor leagues. I'd just as
take anything but the fuinors at this soon stay up here and get my years in
here:· Walker said.
point.
" I' ve got all kinds of records in the
minors. I don't need to play there anymore. I've got almost two full years in
the big leagues now and its been all split
up ... Dayett said.
"You ask any ballplayer. if he's playing every day it makes him a helluva lot
better player. you're seeing the pitching. making hitting a lot easier. Wlfe n
you're platooning or not getting much
These two players appear to be a rna·
of a chance to play you're really going jor pan of the 1987 Cubs and yet they
to work twice as hard to keep those are paid a combined S 131.000 a year
skills sharp ... he said .
compared to last year's left fielder Gary
Dayett, who bounced around the Matthews who will make $733.333 this
Yankee organization before coming to year as a pinch-hitter.
the Cubs in 1985. said at times he con·
There is no equity in major league
sidered walking away from the game
contmcts where newcomers arc conthat didn't seem to be paying off.
.. You have those thougms but they cerned. During the last contract agreedon't stay in your head that long... he
said. "There's nothing that I'd rather be
doing than this. I love this more than
a nything. They would have gotten rid
of me by now if I wasn't any good. So I
feel I can still play and still help the

Walker
and Dayett:
a bargain at
$131,000 a year

ments between the Player's Association
and the owners. the players agreed to
extend the minimum years of majorleague experience from two to three
years before a player can go th rough arbitration.
That means a guy like Dayett or
Walker will be into his 30's before he
can make the kind of money that the average ballplayer makes.
Nonetheless. they continue to chase a
dream and most people would take
$60.000 to play baseball any time . But
what happens to those who don' t make
it and wind up looking for a job with a
high school education?
Lindeman followed the advice of his
high school coach and opted to play
baseball in college ratherthan the minor
leagues.
" I think the way to go is to go into the
college programs... said ex-Maine West
baseball coach AI Carstens. "They've
got good programs now. They've im· ·
proved so much in the last 25 years and
if you sign after your junior year (as
Lindeman did with the Cardinals in
1983) you've got a good background ...
Once a player gets that call to the big
leagues they have to have the confidence that they can do the job. Dayett
said. The ones that believe in themselves arc the ones that make it.
" If you don't figure you'll make it.""
Dayett says. "you might as well quit."

teams."
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Rookie pitcher Greg Maddux is only 21 years old, but his inconsistency has
cast doubts on his r eadiness for the big leagues.

Spgrts Trivia
1. Boxing's Roberto Duran may be remembered most for his surrendering
lines, "No mas! No mas!" when he turned and walked away from a n
opponent. Who was the foe?
a) Sugar Ray Leonard
b) Thomas Hearns
c) Alexis Arguello
d) Marvin Hagler
' 2. What Major League ballclub did Chuck Connors (The runeman) once
play for?
·
a) New York Giants
b) Brooklyn Dodgers
c) Chicago Cubs
d) Cincinnati Reds
3. DePaul lost its opening match of tbe 1979 Final Four for the NCAA
tourii8JI!t!flt, but they won the consolation game to place third. Who did
they beat?
a) Pittsburgh
b) Michigan State
c) UCLA
d) Pennsylvania
4. Which golfer put together a four-year string (1977-70) where be was the
PGA's top money winner:. each year?
a) Arnold Palmer
b) Jack Nicklaus
c) Gary Player
d) Tom Watson
S-8. Match ,the following Hall-of-Fame baseball players up with their real

lint names.
5. "Gabby" Hartnett
a) Mordecai
6. "Babe" Ruth
b) Charles
7. "Dizzy" Dean
c) Jay
8. "Three Finger" Brown
d) George
9. Who holds the Black Hawk record for most assists in a season (87)?
a) Stan Mikita
b) Bobby Hull
c) ·Denis Savard
d) Pit Martin
11. What pitcher had a 2.22 ERA to lead the Majors last season (162 or
more innings pitched)?
a) Dwight Gooden
11) MlkeWitt
c) Roger Clemens
1

~ .

d) Mike Scott

-
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Dayett cenainly showed his team
loyalty in an Easter Sunday brawl with
the Montreal Expos at Wrigley Field.
He swan-dived into a crowd of players
surrounding Cub Shawon Dunston and
Expo Andy McGaffigan.
Walker is another oloer ballplayer fi nally getting a legitimate shot to play a
full season with a big league team. The
most at-bats the Tilden High School
graduate had in a season before last
year's I0 I was 57. That was in his first
season back in 1980 with the Boston
Red Sox. For the next three years after
that he batted a total of25 times.
" I feel the Red Sox didn 't give me a
fai r chance at making the team.··
Walker said. " When I was over there,
they had a n outfield of (Jim) Rice.
(Dwight) Evans. and (Tony) Armas.
That made it kind of tough to break in
but they didn't give me a chance to win
a utility _role or anything ...
He impressed the Cubs last fa ll when
he stole 15 bases in September becom·
ing the second Cub in 70 years to steal
that many bases in a month. He also hit
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Young David ~1artinez h~ been applauded for defensive excellence but his
weak bat may earn him a trip back to Iowa
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Bears weigh options
as NFL draft nears
By Steve Taytor
Depending on which experu you listen to. lhe Bears will draft either a defensive lineman. linebacker. wide receiver or quanerback in tomorrow's
NFL draft.
That would n01 appear to narrow lhc
possibilities much. but lhc Bears. with
one of the best records in the NFL at 142 must wail until 25 ocher teams have
drafted to make their fi~ selection.
As one of the teams that "has everything" they have the luxury of approaching the draft noc as an opponunity co patch any gaping holes in their
already strong lineup. but as a measure
to insure their future.
Historically. the Bears have made the
best of late first-round picks. In 1986
the Bears were pleasantly surprised 10
fi nd running back Neal Anderson still
Chrnnkk'IRnt.b Pt'rn

Chico Walker gives the Cubs' platoon system spet'd and versalilily.

Rookies dream of
ripening in majors
By Jim McArdle
For every Major League ball player
dad in an official jersey and bearing a
satisfied " happy co be here" smile on
his face. there arc hundreds of minor
league players who wait anxiously for
his job. Unfonunately. most will never
get the opponunicy.
h "s the old economics theory - supply and demand . Farm system• have
ample supply. but the 26 Major League
teams just don 'cdemand that many new
players each season. Each team has a
roster of 24 players. That is a total of
624 jobs - calk about a business with
dosed doors.
Take lhe Cubs for instance. The only
real rookie with absolutely no major
league experience at all is pitcher Les
Lancascer and don't expect Cub man·
agemencco have a long fuse with him.
What it all seems co boil down co is
money. Clubs arcn't too willing 10 give
a player a contmcc and chen cue him
even though a rookie may have beaten
him out of the job. Sc. Louis Card inal
rookie Jim Lindeman. who is one of
few rookies to be given a scaning job
this yea~ said chat organizations will go
wilh the players chat are paid more.
"There's some guys in the minor
leagues chat gee bener shoes chan others
but thai's all pan of baseball. lc's pan of
a business coo. The more money !hey
have invesced in a person the bener shoe
they're going co give !hem," Lindeman
said.
In recent years baseball owners have
had a son of silenc agreement not to negotiate wilh free agencs and many have
refused to negotiate wilh their own
players. That is why guys like Tim
Raines and Rich Gedman are finding
themselves watching baseball '87 on
TY.
Cub outfoelder Brian Dayen, who
turned 30 in January and >1ill is noc assured of a permanent spot on a major
league rosier, says he would have liked
!he owners to "tighten up" earlier.
"I wish !hey would have done this
earlier. I would have been up here a lot
quicker," Dayeu said. " I'd have a loc of
time in !he big leagues. h 's j ust timing
and who likes you and pol itics. The
whole game revolves around ~ney.''
Dayelt 'made !he team la~l Hpring after an outManding •pring tr·•ining. He

was the opening day left fielder but was
sent back down co the minors on April
24 with a .077 balling avemge. The
Conncclicut native who was acquired
by the Cubs in a trade with the Yankees
that sent Henry Cono to New York . battled his way back co the roster with a
strong finish on the Cubs squad at the
Con tinued on Page IS

available whe n their turn came up.

Despite a glaring need for a wide receiver and a logjam of heirs-apparent to
Walter Payton at running back. the
Bears selected Anderson who went on
to have an excelle nt season as a special
teams player.
This year the Bears have openly coveted a large. mobile pass-rusher. They
Have been critical of tackle William Perry's play in that area and would like
someone to push him for his job this
year.
The Bear.; arc not panicularly finicky
about whether thei r new pass rusher is
nommally a tackle. end or linebacker. If
he is bog. strong and quick they will find

players begin to age !hey must all be replaced at !he same time.
Age was certainly a factor in the poor
showing of the Dallas Cowboys' defense in 1986. Coach 1bm Landry
failed co groom capable fill-ins for 13year veteran John Dutton and 12-year
pros Ed Jones and Randy White and the
aging team creaked to it's wo~ season
since the early '60s.
Bears coach Mike Ditka. a Landry
disciple and scudious Cowboy-watcher.
is aware chat defensive end Dan Hampton is in his ninth season. tackle Steve
McMichael is in his seventh year and
versatile veteran Mike Hanenstine is in
his 13th season. He is hoping to avoid
the problems Landry faces chis year by
maintaining a steady innux of young
talent at all positions.
Ditka remembers the way Richard
Dent walked off the campus of Tennes.ee State University to replace Hall Of

Func candidllle Alu . . . wileD . . .
retiml in 1983.
Drnt's name is srill menrionlld oftea
at dr•ftJime as the protocypeoflhe kind
of player Dicka is looking f<K II il a
foregone conclusion thai hi&hiY regarded' pass rusher Cornelius ~
will be gone by the time !he Bean dlall.
The Bears will.lherefon: look fora "Ri·
chard Drnt Type" . either llle~ion
ally quick lineman or a linebecker who
could beef-up and play on lhe li~ u
well.
The Bears like chis kind ofvmarilily.
The Bear defense is a standard 4-3 in
name only. Theirendsare quick enouah
co react co short puaes in some situations and their linebackers an: 111ron1
enough to jam !he run in some fonnations.
There a n: several players who may
Continued on P. . 14

a place for him.

Football teams tend to assemble defensive lines as a unit. thus when the

Sound advice for sports' woes
What would it be like to be a
spons advice columnist for athletes.
management and any ocher schmuck
who wastes time to write an "off the
cuff" counsel'!
If Ann Landers can leave such a
void at the Sun-Times just by moving across the street chen maybe
there is something to chis. I mean if a
squany. r•spy-voiced. German lady
like Dr. Ruth Westhcimer can have
the country pleading for her every
sennon. it must be easy. Personally.
I'd like to gee a reference from Mr.
Rulh before I follow her beacon. but
that's me.
But what would it be like ...
Dear Mac (you have to have a
catchy pen name in these things):
I'm a color man for CBS spons. Lee
me cell you when I found out lhc
Cubs were having guest announcers
for Harry Caray my mind just went
BOOM' I waited and wailed and
waited but NO, they never bochered
to call. So ZING I get on the phone
to my friend Pat Summerall and he
tells me that they asked him.
Now I'm as steamed as a linebacker who's been crack-backed. I
hung up the phone with Pat and
BOOM! I smashed it with a case of
Lite Beer. How do I gec che Cubs to
ask me to do a game?
disgruntled announcer
Los Angeles
Dear dl•gnmlled: First of all
Cub GM Dallas Green is about as
seem as a pair of searched underwear. But you mustn't let that slop
you . You must act like the many
lro~.'ICball players who are holding out
co huve their wallets ovcr.<tuffcd.

Go co Dallas and demand to
broadcast a game. Tell him you'll
even drink Falstaff and say John
Cangelosi's name backwards. Ifthal
doesn't work you must remain finn

- like Tim Raines and the others.
Hop on your Bigwheel and go home
- with your boctom lip curled up.
They'll call.
Dear Mac: I'm a young hockey
player in Chicago and. well-co be
honest with you. my luggage bags
are more weighted down by airline

Dear Mac: What happened to
Ryne Sandberg ·s muscache? I
thought he looked kind of "boy next
doorish" without it and when he surprised everyone at spring training
with it he graduated into gigololand
in my book.
l..ongjng for Lust
in Lincoln Park
Dear Longing: If I rememberthe
transactions box of the TribUIIt correctly. Dallas Green traded Sandberg's mustache co his trading bud-

Locker Room Lines

By
Jim McArdle

tags than with what's in them. I've
been called up to !he big time and
dropped down co the farm syscem so
much I feel like a window washer in
a dust bowl. What do I have to do to
stay on the Hawks?
Lightheaded at O'Hare
Dear Lightheaded: Hold on to
your blue line, help is on the way.
The honorable Anhur Winz. you
know. the owner who so nicely
blacked out Hawk home games on
Sponsvision has made it known that
there will be new faces in'next year's
cold steel on icecapadcs. You may
gee your shot to be admincd co chis
zoo after all.

dies in Philadelphia for Mike Schmidt 's ftecldes and the eyelashes ofa
playerto be named later.
Dear~: I don'tk now what I
have co do co win a major golf tournament. I've lost the last two major
cournamencs on chip shots chat
would make Paul Hogan lose his
accent. I'm getting a reputation and
it's embanrassinR.
Oownrtpt deprased
In IM Land Downunder
Dear Downrfcbt: Fillil of all .
don't gel embanrassed. I couldn't
imagine your face any redder. Secondly. you arc still the besl golfer
nonh of Anlllrctica. You nearly won

bOih cournamencs when you weren't
at your best. Wait until you play like
you're capable. then not even a
Gol~n Bear will catch you .
Oear Mac: I'm a barber who is a
little concerned about Bears' coach,
Mike Ditka. I've nociced chat his
hairline is indcc4 dropping lower
and lower down his fOidoead. If my
calculations are conec:t, it will10011
join his eyebrows. What should I
do?
Lester Locks In

Lake,...

a-

Dar Lesla': Send him 10 Hollywood. I hear they're filming
sequel to the " Planet of !he Apes."
Dar Mac: I've just cornpleled
my second season with lhe New
Yorlt Knicks and apin I'm one of
few playm who has 10 sil home and
watch !he playoffs on TY. I need die
opportunity to show 1!1 thole dollblers who remember a cer1llin pmc
against Villanova lhall can win die
big game but I haven'I yd .,acn a
chance. When will I pc my c:twa?

Somdllllll
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Dar ....net: By notlllltilldle
playoffs you haven'I 1011. Ia 1'8c1
you are on one of the lew- wllo
doesn't have 10 endlft the ......

exlendecl---

ingly
will ullimalely end up in. c:oaf..............
loss to Boston or the Lakers.
Look at it lhis way. if youraacmcnt doesn't make the oft-tnml
mislake of l..ciilla its ftnt 10111111
d,.ft choice 10 Red Auedlld!OI'of the ocher NBA ~ they'll
get the opportunity of-~~.
top nocch colleae pia~ via the lol·
tcry. So maybe. jull maybe. you will
10011 have the~ Clll

